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America: Fallen, Fallen

Chapter 1

Biblical parallels between Babylon the Great and the United States

One Babylon

Although it’s commonly believed that Revelation Chapters 17 & 18 refer to two Babylon; one physical and the other spiritual, these chapters describe one great city named Babylon the Great. This one Babylon the Great is described in both chapters 17 & 18 of Revelation as:

- That great city (Revelation 17:18; 18:10,18-19)
- Having a golden cup and arrayed in purple, scarlet, precious stones and pearls (Revelation 17:4, 18:16)
- Intoxicating the kings of the earth with her fornication (Revelation 17:2,18:3)
- Filled with martyrs for Christ (Revelation 17:6,18:24)
- Ultimately burned by fire according to God’s judgment (Revelation 17:16,18:8)

In Revelation 17 & 18 an angel shows the apostle John a vision of a future preeminent global superpower described symbolically in the vision as both a woman and a great whore. This superpower is identified as being built through the immigration to her land of various foreign nationality groups speaking their own native languages.

And there came one of the seven angels which had the seven vials, and talked with me, saying unto me, Come hither; I will shew unto thee the judgment of the great whore that sitteth upon many waters (Revelation 17:1)

And he saith unto me, The waters which thou sawest, where the whore sitteth, are peoples, and multitudes, and nations, and tongues. (Revelation 17:15)

And the woman which thou sawest is that great city, which reigneth over the kings of the earth. (Revelation 17:18)

In spite of her preeminence, however, John exclaims that this great city is fallen under God’s condemnation because of her covetous idolatry. She disregarded God’s commandments and idolized the false god of mammon or wealth. She chose to dream the impossible dream of serving both God and money. As a result, she became a nation filled with immoral, hateful demonic spirits continually on the prowl to find ways to corrupt. Although she appeared on the surface to be a prosperous and
successful nation, she was just one mysterious hour from divine destruction. At God’s appointed time, the superpower is shockingly destroyed by the nations of the Satanic scarlet colored beast.

And he cried mightily with a strong voice, saying, Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and is become the habitation of devils, and the hold of every foul spirit, and a cage of every unclean and hateful bird. For all nations have drunk of the wine of the wrath of her fornication, and the kings of the earth have committed fornication with her, and the merchants of the earth are waxed rich through the abundance of her delicacies. (Revelation 18:2-3)

And the ten horns which thou sawest upon the beast, these shall hate the whore, and shall make her desolate and naked, and shall eat her flesh, and burn her with fire. For God hath put in their hearts to fulfil his will, and to agree, and give their kingdom unto the beast, until the words of God shall be fulfilled. (Revelation 17:16-17)

For her sins have reached unto heaven, and God hath remembered her iniquities. Reward her even as she rewarded you, and double unto her double according to her works: in the cup which she hath filled fill to her double. How much she hath glorified herself, and lived deliciously, so much torment and sorrow give her: for she saith in her heart, I sit a queen, and am no widow, and shall see no sorrow. Therefore shall her plagues come in one day, death, and mourning, and famine; and she shall be utterly burned with fire: for strong is the Lord God who judgeth her. (Revelation 18:5-8)

Although the superpower sat in the most influential position amongst her global trading partners, the superpower was ultimately in bondage to the Satanic scarlet colored beast who controlled these partners.

So he carried me away in the spirit into the wilderness: and I saw a woman sit upon a scarlet coloured beast, full of names of blasphemy, having seven heads and ten horns. (Revelation 17:3)

And the angel said unto me, Wherefore didst thou marvel? I will tell thee the mystery of the woman, and of the beast that carrieth her, which hath the seven heads and ten horns. (Revelation 1 7:7)

And the ten horns which thou sawest are ten kings, which have received no kingdom as yet; but receive power as kings one hour with the beast. (Revelation 17:12)

Although preeminent in economic and military power, the superpower was ultimately controlled by demonic spirits and indebtedness to foreign nations. The greedy desire of the superpower for more wealth and luxurious growth caused her to pursue aggressive global free trade policies. The force of the superpower’s economic and military power, described in John’s vision as “the wine of the wrath of her fornication” that all nations have drunk, was used to keep uncooperative or renegade nations from endangering both the global free trade system itself and her leadership role within the system. The superpower’s policies resulted in military conflicts between her and foreign nations she labeled as non-integrating or uncooperative, renegade nations. She hypocritically waged war in the name of peace, justifying her cause as morally just in order to preserve the peace required for the nations to continue their mutual pursuit of economic prosperity. Riding atop the Satanic scarletcolored beast, she was destined to lead the nations of the world into the future New World Order of
Antichrist to be led by the 8th king, the beast 666, after her sudden destruction.

With whom the kings of the earth have committed fornication, and the inhabitants of the earth have been made drunk with the wine of her fornication. (Revelation 17:2)

And he cried mightily with a strong voice, saying, Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and is become the habitation of devils, and the hold of every foul spirit, and a cage of every unclean and hateful bird. For all nations have drunk of the wine of the wrath of her fornication, and the kings of the earth have committed fornication with her, and the merchants of the earth are waxed rich through the abundance of her delicacies. (Revelation 18:2-3)

How much she hath glorified herself, and lived deliciously, so much torment and sorrow give her: for she saith in her heart, I sit a queen, and am no widow, and shall see no sorrow. (Revelation 18:7)

And the kings of the earth, who have committed fornication and lived deliciously with her, shall bewail and lament, when they shall see the smoke of her burning. Standing afar off for the fear of her torment, saying, Alas, alas, that great city Babylon, that mighty city! for in one hour is thy judgment come. And the merchants of the earth shall weep and mourn over her, for no man buyeth their merchandise any more: The merchandise of gold, and silver, and precious stones, and of pearls, and fine linen, and purple, and silk, and scarlet, and all thyine wood, and all manner vessels of ivory, and all manner vessels of most precious wood, and of brass, and iron, and marble, And cinnamon, and odours, and ointments, and frankincense, and wine, and oil, and fine flour, and wheat, and beasts, and sheep, and horses, and chariots, and slaves, and souls of men. And the fruits that thy soul lusted after are departed from thee, and all things which we re dainty and goodly are departed from thee, and thou shalt find them no more at all. The merchants of these things, which were made rich by her, shall stand afar off for the fear of her torment, weeping and wailing. And saying, Alas, alas, that great city, that was clothed in fine linen, and purple, and scarlet, and decked with gold, and precious stones, and pearls! For in one hour so great riches is come to nought. And every shipmaster, and all the company in ships, and sailors, and as many as trade by sea, stood afar off, And cried when they saw the smoke of her burning, saying, What city is like unto this great city! And they cast dust on their heads, and cried, weeping and wailing, saying, Alas, alas, that great city, wherein were made rich all that had ships in the sea by reason of her costliness! for in one hour is she made desolate. (Revelation 18:9-19)

The superpower would reap the violence that she sowed in order for the world to move into the prophesied Global One World Government under the leadership of the 8th world ruler, antichrist the beast 666. After the superpower’s sudden destruction, foreign leaders led by the 7th world ruler, would willingly deliver over to antichrist the beast 666 the authority to rule over them.

And the ten horns which thou sawest upon the beast, these shall hate the whore, and shall make her desolate and naked, and shall eat her flesh, and burn her with fire. For God hath put in their hearts to fulfil his will, and to agree, and give their kingdom unto the beast, until the words of God shall be fulfilled. (Revelation 17:16-17)

And the beast that was, and is not, even he is the eighth, and is of the seven, and goeth into perdition. And the ten horns which thou sawest are ten kings, which have received no kingdom as yet; but receive power as kings one hour with the beast. (Revelation 17:11-12)

9And here is the mind which hath wisdom. The seven heads are seven mountains, on which the woman sitteth. 10And there are seven kings: five are fallen, and one is, and the other is not yet
come; and when he cometh, he must continue a short space. 11 And the beast that was, and is not, even he is the eighth, and is of the seven, and goeth into perdition. 12 And the ten horns which thou sawest are ten kings, which have received no kingdom as yet; but receive power as kings one hour with the beast. 13 These have one mind, and shall give their power and strength unto the beast. 16 And the ten horns which thou sawest upon the beast, these shall hate the whore, and shall make her desolate and naked, and shall eat her flesh, and burn her with fire. 17 For God hath put in their hearts to fulfil his will, and to agree, and give their kingdom unto the beast, until the words of God shall be fulfilled. (Revelation 17:9-10, 12-13, 16-17)

**Babylon's god**

In the Book of Revelation the name written on a forehead represents the name of the god which the person worships and serves. The name written on the forehead of Babylon the Great representing the god that she serves is **“THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH”** (Revelation 17:5).

**The Mother of Harlots**

History teaches that the Mother of Harlots is the Goddess of Liberty known as ancient Babylonia’s Ishtar. Ishtar’s also been called Isis, Ianna, Lady of Heaven, Queen of Heaven, Ashtaroth, Astarte, Aphrodite, Libertas, Juno, Mother of Harlots, Mother of Prostitutes and Mother of Exiles. She is primarily a goddess of liberty, prosperity, war and sexual freedom. She’s considered by occultists to be one with Lucifer, the “light bearer “ or enlightenment; the life force; the light of creative intelligence and accomplishment. The Whore of Babylon, Mother of Harlots and Goddess of Liberty, Ishtar, was believed to provide the Mesopotamian farmers with prosperity as they had sexual intercourse with her temple’s prostitutes. Likewise, Revelation 17 & 18 teach us that ten nations in league with the scarletcolored beast enjoy prosperity as a result of their trading relationship with the great whore or idolator, Babylon the Great.

As stated earlier, this great city identified in John’s vision isn’t a religion or spiritual influence. Babylon the Great names the world’s preeminent superpower nation-state at the time of her sudden destruction. This great, mighty superpower has fallen captive to the demonic powers of the prince of this world (Revelation 18:2) and is suddenly destroyed by 10 nations that hate her. (Revelation 17:16) Do you see the United States of America pictured here?

Mysteriously, however, in spite of the many parallels between Babylon the Great and the United States of America today, the leadership of the church of the Lord Jesus Christ in the United States of America continues to insist that America is still a Christian nation. This is even in spite of the fact that the U.S. is currently the occupying power in Iraq, where the literal land of Babylon exists.
Why the concern that the church believe America is still a Christian nation?

What is driving this passion of pastors to convince the evangelical church in America that she lives in a Christian nation? I’m sure there are many possible reasons, here are a few possibilities:

First, a major motivation appears to be a desire to stop the efforts of antichristian groups like the ACLU from eliminating freedom of public religious expression in America. I believe that some pastors, failing to understand that the church is a living body, an organism and not an organization to be incorporated together with the secular state according to the principles of 2 Corinthians 6:14-18, fear losing the degree of financial security that a government incorporated 501(c)-3 church provides.

Secondly, some want the church to be considered culturally acceptable so that their communities will feel normal in attending. Mainstream religion means growth without the pain of persecution.

Thirdly, others failing to recognize that suffering and persecution of the church bring her growth and maturity, feel that outlawing Christianity will hinder church growth.

Fourth, there are those pastors that wrongly believe that Christ’s kingdom is of this world. They’re intent on believing that they’re entitled to exercise dominion over it, even by force if necessary.

Fifth, I believe that many pastors have been deceived by trusting lying spirits operating through the Republican and Democratic Political Parties and government filtered media. These parties in concert with the media are manipulated by lying spirits to accomplish the hidden antichristian political agenda set for the United States by America’s Shadow Government. This agenda is secretly driven by outer core groups like the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR); the Trilateral Commission; the Bilderberger Group and the United Nations. According to their website, The Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) members meet to create policy recommendations and provide their understanding of the world for the governments, corporations, media and students in the U.S. and worldwide. Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) members also meet at it’s NYC headquarters, DC office and in other U.S. cities with world leaders to provide direction for the world’s major foreign policy.

(source: cfr.org/about/mission.php)

These outer core groups are influenced by representative members from inner core groups like Yale’s Chapter 322 of the Order of the Skull & Bones and other secret occult organizations being used to empower America to lead the world’s nations into the New World Order to be led one day soon by antichrist the beast 666.
The role of the CFR and other groups in world government is exposed by authors like ex-British intelligence and political science author Dr. John Coleman in “Conspirator’s Hierarchy, The Story of the Committee of 300”; Gary H. Kah, (http://www.garykah.org/ ), an ex-high ranking U.S. government liaison, in “En Route To Global Occupation” and the now deceased, scholarly professor Antony Sutton in 1986 work America’s Secret Establishment: An introduction to The Order of Skull & Bones”.

Sixth, many pastors may simply be in psychological denial concerning the real possibility of America being destroyed because of the striking parallels between Babylon the Great and the modern U.S. in Revelation 17 & 18. Clinging blindly to the hope that America is a christian nation may be comforting.

Seventh, a minority of pastors may believe that the U.S. is destined to the sudden destruction promised Babylon the Great in Revelation 18:18 but they don’t have the courage of faith to deliver the unpopular message to the church. Instead, they deliver the popular message of America being a christian nation in need of revival.

Finally, I prayerfully hope that there are those that are unselfishly concerned that unless America is recognized as a Christian nation, the potential exists for much human suffering to occur through antichristian government persecution of true followers of Jesus Christ.

Whatever their motivation may be, many of America’s pastors and church leaders seem to consider it a ministry priority to teach the church that America is a Christian nation. The next chapter will examine whether or not America is rooted in Christianity.
Chapter 2

Is America a nation rooted in Christianity?

Is America a nation rooted in Christianity? On one hand you have the intellect of H. G. Wells making the point that although colonial America was inhabited and influenced by many professing Christians, it’s government wasn’t founded on the Christian religion. Wells writes in *The Outline of History (Volume II)*, pg. 697, that the 13 colonial states “had a number of forms of Christianity, it’s spirit was indubitably Christian; but as a State document of 1796 explicitly declared,

“ The government of the United States is not in any sense founded on the Christian religion.” (The Tripoli Treaty, see Channing, Vol. iii, chap. xviii.)

On the other hand patriotic believers point to a 1892 U.S. Supreme Court decision stating the following:

"Our laws and our institutions must necessarily be based upon and embody the teachings of the Redeemer of Mankind. It is impossible that it should be otherwise: and in this sense and to this extent our civilization and our institutions are emphatically Christian ... This is a religious people. This is historically true. From the discovery of this continent to the present hour, there is a single voice making this affirmation ... we find everywhere a clear recognition of the same truth. These and many other matters which might be noticed, add a volume of unofficial declarations to the mass of organic utterances that this is a Christian nation." (www.retakingamerica.com/great_america_main.html)

Some argue that America’s religious roots aren’t Christian because of the doubtful background of Christopher Columbus or the presence of early North American pagan cultures and uncivilized unbelievers in America prior to the Pilgrims. Whether or not Christopher Columbus was a humble Italian, believer in Christ, or an educated Greek agent of a secret society inspired by Plato’s account of the lost Atlantis to find a western commercial route to the Orient has no bearing on America’s Christian roots. History is clear that when America was first colonized by England, it’s colonizers professed to believe in the Christian faith. It's not difficult to show that the first British colonizers in America professed to be spreading their Christian faith to the savages and infidels already living in the new land. What follows is a partially inclusive summary of documented examples proving this to be true.

The First Charter of Virginia (1606)

Documents of American History such as the First Charter of Virginia (April 10, 1606) indicate that King James of England, Scotland, France, and Ireland granted permission in the charter to the Virginia Company to establish English colonies in America. In this charter, King James greatly commended the desire of the London and Plymouth Companies to propagate Christian religion and the true knowledge and
worship of God to the infidels and savages already inhabiting the coast of Virginia and America. (Documents of American History, Copyright 1949 by Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc. p. 8-10. Excerpts from Poore, ed. The Federal and State Constitutions, Part II, p. 1889, ff.)

The First Charter of Virginia can be read at the following link:
http://www.retakingamerica.com/great_america_vig_charter_01.html

**The Leyden Agreement (1618)**

The Leyden Agreement (1618), a precursor to The Mayflower Compact (1620), was a letter of application from the Separatist Church of Leyden, Holland to the Church of England for a patent from the Virginia Company to relocate to Virginia. The Separatists were mainly farmers from Scrooby who desired to separate from the state church. The patent was secured in 1619 with the Scrooby-Leyden group assuring loyalty to the King of England. (Documents of American History, Copyright 1949 by Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc. p. 14-15. Excerpts from W. Walker, The Creeds and Platforms of Congregationalism, p.89-90)

**The Mayflower Compact (1620)**

These Separatist Pilgrims plus 70 other undesirable London recruits arrived in Cape Cod, Mass. in 1620. The Mayflower Compact written by the Pilgrims was a Constitution of sorts for the colony. It acknowledges that their relocation to Virginia to plant the first colony on northern Virginia was “undertaken for the Glory of God, and advancement of the Christian faith”.

This document also reveals that these Pilgrims called themselves loyal subjects of King James of England. This means that the colony wasn’t intended to be a theocracy ruled by the authority of the word of God as spoken through a chosen spokesman. These colonists didn’t form an independent state in covenant with God. They were a British colony yoked together in wilfull submission to the King of England. (Documents of American History, Copyright 1949 by Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc. p. 15-16. Excerpts from Poore, ed. The Federal and State Constitutions, Part I, p. 931.)

The Mayflower Compact can be read at the following link:
http://www.retakingamerica.com/great_america_may_thank_01.html

**The First Charter of Massachusetts (1629)**

The Puritans were another group distinct from the Separatists. They consisted primarily of educated business people who sought to purify the existing church while
preserving state religion. However, they sought to escape the rule of the Church of England and invest in the colonies for profit. In 1628 the Massachusetts Bay Company was incorporated. In 1629 King Charles granted the Company a charter that they might “incite the natives of Country, to the knowledge and obedience of the only true God and savior of mankind, and the christian faith…” (Documents of American History, Copyright 1949 by Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc. p. 16-18. Excerpts from F.N. Thorpe, ed. Federal and State Constitutions, Vol. III, p. 1846 ff.)

The Charter of Freedom and Exemptions To Patrons (1629)

The Charter of Freedom and Exemptions To Patrons commissioned the colonists of New York along the Hudson River to “in the speediest manner, endeavor to find out ways and means whereby they may support a minister and schoolmaster, that thus the service for God and zeal for religion may not grow cold..” (Documents of American History, Copyright 1949 by Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc. p. 19-20. Excerpts from E.B. O’Callaghan, ed, Documents Relative to the Colonial History of the State of New York, Vol. II, p. 553 ff.)

The Charter of Maryland (1632)


The New England Confederation (1643)

This document was an Articles of Confederation between colonial plantations under the governments of Connecticut and Massachusetts. It begins by saying the following, “Whereas we all came into these parts of America with one and the same end and aim, namely, to advance the Kingdom of our Lord Jesus Christ and to enjoy the liberties of the gospel in purity and peace…” (Documents of American History, Copyright 1949 by Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc. p. 26-28. Excerpts from F.N. Thorpe, ed. Federal and State Constitutions, Vol. I, p.77 ff.)

Maryland Toleration Act (1649)

This document written after the Puritans gained control over the Catholics in Maryland said that anyone blaspheming God, Jesus Christ, the Trinity will be punished with death and his lands confiscated. (Documents of American History, Copyright 1949 by Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc. p. 31-32. Excerpts from The Archives
As you can see from these documents, the majority of the first British colonizers in America professed to be spreading their Christian faith to the savages and infidels already living in the new land. The majority were committed to the Christian faith.

The fact that these early colonizers were professing Christians intent on evangelizing the lost inhabitants of America doesn’t mean that America has a covenant relationship with God. The only nation that God has a special covenant relationship with according to the scriptures is Israel. The United States isn’t synonymous with the nation of Israel in the scriptures. The historical Christian roots of a nation don’t make a nation a Christian nation any more than the true Christian faith of one’s ancestors makes a person a Christian and a true member of the church.

He hath remembered his covenant for ever, the word which he commanded to a thousand generations. Which covenant he made with Abraham, and his oath unto Isaac; And confirmed the same unto Jacob for a law, and to Israel for an everlasting covenant: Saying, Unto thee will I give the land of Canaan, the lot of your inheritance: (Psalm 105:8-11)

O LORD, there is none like thee, neither is there any God beside thee, according to all that we have heard with our ears. And what one nation in the earth is like thy people Israel, whom God went to redeem to be his own people, to make thee a name of greatness and terribleness, by driving out nations from before thy people, whom thou hast redeemed out of Egypt? For thy people Israel didst thou make thine own people for ever; and thou, LORD, becamest their God. Therefore now, LORD, let the thing that thou hast spoken concerning thy servant and concerning his house be established for ever, and do as thou hast said. Let it even be established, that thy name may be magnified for ever, saying, The LORD of hosts is the God of Israel, even a God to Israel: and let the house of David thy servant be established before thee. (1 Chronicles 17:20-24)

I will sing of the mercies of the LORD for ever: with my mouth will I make known thy faithfulness to all generations. For I have said, Mercy shall be built up for ever: thy faithfulness shalt thou establish in the very heavens. I have made a covenant with my chosen, I have sworn unto David my servant, Thy seed will I establish for ever, and build up thy throne to all generations. Selah. (Psalm 89:1-4)

Hear this word that the LORD hath spoken against you, O children of Israel, against the whole family which I brought up from the land of Egypt, saying, You only have I known of all the families of the earth: therefore I will punish you for all your iniquities. (Amos 3:1-2)

It’s important to grasp the truth that the U.S. doesn’t have a special covenant relationship with God like Israel does and that it’s Christian roots don’t promise a Christian present or future. Unless this biblical truth is grasped, it’s difficult to accept the biblical reality that the U.S., like every other nation on this earth, is under Satanic control under the sovereign plan of God.

Therefore seeing we have this ministry, as we have received mercy, we faint not; But have renounced the hidden things of dishonesty, not walking in craftiness, nor handling the word of God deceitfully; but by manifestation of the truth commending ourselves to every man’s conscience in the sight of God. But if our gospel be hid, it is hid to them that are lost: In whom the god of this world hath blinded the minds of them which believe not, lest the light of the glorious gospel of
Christ, who is the image of God, should shine unto them. (2 Corinthians 4:1 -4)

And we know that we are of God, and the whole world lieth in wickedness. And we know that the Son of God is come, and hath given us an understanding, that we may know him that is true, and we are in him that is true, even in his Son Jesus Christ. This is the true God, and eternal life. Little children, keep yourselves from idols. Amen. (1 John 5:19-21)

Again, the devil taketh him up into an exceeding high mountain, and sheweth him all the kingdoms of the world, and the glory of them; And saith unto him, All these things will I give thee, if thou wilt fall down and worship me. Then saith Jesus unto him, Get thee hence, Satan: for it is written, Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God, and him only shalt thou serve. (Matthew 4:8-10)

Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto you: not as the world giveth, give I unto you. Let not your heart be troubled, neither let it be afraid. Ye have heard how I said unto you, I go away, and come again unto you. If ye loved me, ye would rejoice, because I said, I go unto the Father: for my Father is greater than I. And now I have told you before it come to pass, that, when it is come to pass, ye might believe. Hereafter I will not talk much with you: for the prince of this world cometh, and hath nothing in me. But that the world may know that I love the Father; and as the Father gave me commandment, even so I do. Arise, let us go hence. (John 14:27-31)

History is clear that colonial America was greatly influenced by those that professed faith in Jesus Christ as Lord. It’s also clear both in scripture and history that colonial America wasn’t established as a result of a covenant agreement initiated and confirmed by the God of the Bible. The Pilgrim colonists created a British colony in subjection to the King of England and not an independent theocratic covenant nation. Yes, the colony had Christian roots as many of the Pilgrims were believers intent on spreading the faith in the new world. It wasn’t long, however, before these 17th century colonial believers would begin to do battle with their spiritual enemy, the devil. His secret agents would soon begin to sow the seeds of philosophical thought which would eventually lead to the yet future preeminent world superpower America falling away from her Christian roots in order to lead the nations of the world into the antichristian New World Order in probable fulfillment of John’s prophecy recorded in Revelation 18:1-3.

And after these things I saw another angel come down from heaven, having great power; and the earth was lightened with his glory.

And he cried mightily with a strong voice, saying, Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and is become the habitation of devils, and the hold of every foul spirit, and a cage of every unclean and hateful bird. For all nations have drunk of the wine of the wrath of her fornication, and the kings of the earth have committed fornication with her, and the merchants of the earth are waxed rich through the abundance of her delicacies. (Revelation 18:1-3)

The next chapter will examine the roots of the deceitful philosophical and spiritual counter-attack that Satan began to wage in the 17th century in America against the colonial believers.
Chapter 3

America’s Spiritual Battle:
The Satanic Roots of the Antichristian Conspiracy Against America

The fact that many of the British colonizers, the Separatists and Pilgrims who originally colonized America for the British, were professing Christians intent on spreading the gospel in America would automatically inspire a spiritual counterattack against these believers by the prince of this world, Satan.

The church is the specific target of the artful tricks and cunning travesty of Satan

Why would the early Christian colonizers in America experience this spiritual counterattack from Satan?

This attack would occur because the church is the specific target of the artful tricks and cunning travesty of Satan and his powerful hierarchy of demonic beings. These demonic rulers and their fellow demonic beings act as if they are in a wrestling contest with individual members of the body of Christ as they cunningly seek to “pin the church to the mat” and immobilize her spiritual service to the Lord Jesus Christ. The early colonizers were professing Christians seeking to spread the Christian faith to America and establish a peaceful nation where they could worship God freely. Certainly Satan would attempt to thwart their plans as the scripture says:

Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord, and in the power of his might. Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles (cunning arts, trickery, travesty or translating something into a language that renders the truth ridiculous or ludicrous) of the devil. For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities (demonic rulers), against powers, (the leading and more powerful among created beings superior to man, spiritual potentates) against the rulers (kosmokrators or the devil and his demons) of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness (evil demonic purposes) in high places (the heavens).(Ephesians 6:10-12)

It’s Satan’s nature to seek the glory intended for God alone by lying, stealing, killing and destroying.

The thief cometh not, but for to steal, and to kill, and to destroy: I am come that they might have life, and that they might have it more abundantly. (John 10:10)

Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may devour: Whom resist stedfast in the faith, knowing that the same afflictions are accomplished in your brethren that are in the world.

He’ll secretly introduce destructive doctrine, deceitful philosophy, lie about the truth, blaspheme God, slander the Christian, steal his testimony, and attempt to kill and
destroy the Christian's life and ministry because that's his nature.

Yea, and all that will live godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer persecution. (2 Timothy 3:12)

Although America's early colonizers were professing Christians, there's ample historical evidence proving that Satan had an agenda for America that would conflict with the agenda of the early Christian colonizers and their descendants. The existence of evidence implicating Satan and his demonic network in plans to use the American nation for his purposes is believably logical knowing Satan's antichristian character and goals. No patriotic feeling or pledge of allegiance should override the truth of scripture teaching that Satan is the prince of this world and that the whole world, America included, lieth in wickedness because of Satan's prideful presence. The paragraphs to follow will look at how Satan strategically worked to stop the spread of America's Christian roots.

**The scriptures confirm the existence of a conspiracy against the church and Israel**

The Bible warns that the church can be led away from obedience to biblical truth through man-made philosophies that aren't based upon Christ's teaching.

Beware lest any man spoil you through philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradition of men, after the rudiments of the world, and not after Christ. (Colossians 2:8)

Satan is subtle in his strategies to accomplish his will. He disguises himself as an angel of light. He introduces philosophies which don't appear to be overtly antichristian to the Christian in order to seduce him away from the truth of God's word.

Paul warns the church in 2 Corinthians 11 that it's possible for Satan to deceive the church into receiving counterfeit truth which at first view seems to be the real deal. The forbidden tree in the midst of the garden was apparently good from Eve's limited human perspective and wisdom. Satan used something which Eve considered good to destroy her relationship with God. He beguiled, or wholly seduced her through his cunning, false wisdom. As the god of this world, Satan continues to use worldly philosophy in concert with biblical Christianity in America in his attempts to conform the church into his image.

But I fear, lest by any means, as the serpent beguiled Eve through his subtlety, so your minds should be corrupted from the simplicity that is in Christ. For if he that cometh preacheth another Jesus, whom we have not preached, or if ye receive another spirit, which ye have not received, or another gospel, which ye have not accepted, ye might well bear with him. (2 Corinthians 11:3-4)

For such are false apostles, deceitful workers, transforming themselves into the apostles of Christ. And no marvel; for Satan himself is transformed into an angel of light. Therefore it is no great thing if his ministers also be transformed as the ministers of righteousness; whose end shall be according to
Satan’s fierce rage against true Christianity is unchanging

Satan’s character has not changed in the thousands of years since the seduction of Eve in the garden of Eden. His character will never change, although it’s corrupting influence will one day be forever eliminated. Satan is still fiercely intolerant towards anyone whose allegiance is to the Lord’s will instead of his own will.

Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may devour. Whom resist steadfast in the faith, knowing that the same afflictions are accomplished in your brethren that are in the world. (1 Peter 5:8-9)

Satan’s goal at the end of the age is to destroy Christianity in order to wrestle the worship received by Jesus Christ away from him so that he is exclusively worshipped by the world in the New Religion of the New World Order.

And they worshipped the dragon which gave power unto the beast: and they worshipped the beast, saying, Who is like unto the beast? who is able to make war with him? And there was given unto him a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies; and power was given unto him to continue forty and two months. And he opened his mouth in blasphemy against God, to blaspheme his name, and his tabernacle, and them that dwell in heaven. And it was given unto him to make war with the saints, and to overcome them: and power was given him over all kindreds, and tongues, and nations. And all that dwell upon the earth shall worship him, whose names are not written in the book of life of the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world. If any man have an ear, let him hear. He that leadeth into captivity shall go into captivity: he that killeth with the sword must be killed with the sword. Here is the patience and the faith of the saints. (Revelation 13:4-10)

Satanic Conspiracy

The devil’s kosmokrators, or hierarchical organization of supernatural demonic beings, possess intellectual and spiritual power superior to mere human intelligence and ingenuity. In Ephesians 2:2, Satan is called “the prince of the power of the air, the spirit that now worketh in the children of disobedience”. His work is to cause people to live contrary to the commands and principles of God’s word. As the prince of the power of the air, Satan has authoritative control over evil spiritual powers working outside the realm of the visible material world. His work is accomplished in the atmosphere surrounding the visible world where his thought forms invisibly infiltrate human minds. The scriptures are unquestionably clear that there are powerful invisible, inhuman, wicked rulers of the darkness in the world that seek to destroy the church of the Lord Jesus Christ.

For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places. (Ephesians 6:12)

In spite of the above scripture and knowledge of the true character of Satan, many
professing Christians, even pastors, refuse to accept the truth that Satan runs an occult conspiracy operation directed at destroying the church and the nation Israel.

A conspiracy is defined as a combination of men for an evil purpose. The following scriptures confirm the existence of such conspiracies in the world.

Why do the heathen rage, and the people imagine a vain thing? The kings of the earth set themselves, and the rulers take counsel together, against the LORD, and against his anointed, saying, Let us break their bands asunder, and cast away their cords from us. (Psalm 2:1-3)

Who by the mouth of thy servant David hast said, Why did the heathen rage, and the people imagine vain things? The kings of the earth stood up, and the rulers were gathered together against the Lord, and against his Christ. (Acts 4:25-26)

Keep not thou silence, O God: hold not thy peace, and be not still, O God. For, lo, thine enemies make a tumult: and they that hate thee have lifted up the head. They have taken crafty counsel against thy people, and consulted against thy hidden ones. They have said, Come, and let us cut them off from being a nation; that the name of Israel may be no more in remembrance. For they have consulted together with one consent: they are confederate against thee: (Psalm 83:1-5)

Shall the throne of iniquity have fellowship with thee, which frameth mischief by a law? They gather themselves together against the soul of the righteous, and condemn the innocent blood. (Psalm 94:20-21)

**The hidden role of Freemasonry and secret societies in Satan’s conspiracy**

A powerful vehicle used by Satan to deceive America has been Freemasonry. According to Joshua Jacob Seraphim (Frater N.O.X.) of the Ordo Antichristianus Illuminati in his article, “Antiquity of the Illuminati” (novusordoseclorum-oai.org), Mystickal Secret Societies dedicated to spiritual enlightenment have existed since ancient times.

Albert Pike, the Oklahoma lawyer and Confederate General whose writings helped direct the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Masonry in the Southern Jurisdiction of the U.S. wrote in his 1871 book, Morals and Dogma, pg. 208:

Masonry has existed as it now exists, the same at spirit as it is at heart...from the cradle of the human race.

Albert Pike is the only Masonic authority to be given the honor of being entombed in the House of the Temple in Washington, D.C. where his bust is enshrined. The Masonic House of the Temple is the global headquarters for Scottish Rite Freemasonry.

Manly P. Hall wrote that Pike alone was responsible for making Freemasonry America’s most powerful organization:
"Affectionately termed `Albertus Magnus' by his admirers, Pike wrote of Hermeticism and alchemy and hinted at the Mysteries of the Temple. Through his zeal and unflagging energy, American Freemasonry was raised from comparative obscurity to become the most powerful organization in the land." [Lectures on Ancient Philosophy by Manly P. Hall, p. 414].

33° Masonic leader Foster Bailey writes in The Spirit of Masonry of the ancient roots of Freemasonry:

"Masonry is the descendent of, or is founded upon, a divinely imparted religion which long antedates the prime date of creation as given in our Bible. [It] is all that remains to us of the first world religion which flourished in an antiquity so old that it is impossible to affix a date. It was the first unified world religion... To this, such symbols as the pyramids, both in Egypt and South America, bear witness... the ancient Mysteries were temporary custodians of the ancient truth and closely allied to the Masonic work of today... The relation of the Mysteries to Masonry has oft been recognized, and the golden thread of living continuity can be traced through them to modern Masonry. The Mysteries... are all parts of that ancient thread which has its origin in that primeval religion which terminates today in Masonry." [The Spirit of Masonry; Lucis Press Ltd; Tunbridge Wells, Kent, England; 1957, pp. 30-32].

According to Joshua Jacob Seraphim (Frater N.O.X.) of the Ordo Antichristianus Illuminati in his article, “Antiquity of the Illuminati” (novusordo.seclorum-oai.org), the Ancient Mystery Religions of Babylon, Egypt, Persia, Greece, India birthed Kabballah, Gnosticism, the Knights Templar, Rosicrucianism, Illuminati, Freemasonry, Theosophy, various occult groups and the New Age movement.

According to Jasper Ridley in The Freemasons on pg. 115, the Illuminati infiltrated Freemasonry. According to the Encyclopedia Britannica, Volume 12, 1963 Freemasonry’s Illuminati include “those men who understand the mysteries of Egypt, Babylon and witchcraft, along with their mystical writings found in the Kabalah. These are the initiated few- the Elect, the Adepts, and the Sages.”

**Magic & witchcraft are the real work of Freemasonry**

What is the true work of this secret organization at it’s higher levels. It’s important to realize that members don’t talk to other members about Masonic rituals outside their degree. As a result, Masons below the 30th degree may have no idea what ritual is a part of degrees above the 30th. (The Second Messiah, Christopher Knight and Robert Lomas, copyright by Christopher Knight and Robert Lomas, first published in the UK by Century Books Limited 1997, pg. 60)

At the higher degrees, 30th and above, Freemasonic ritual involves magic or sorcery according to Albert Pike.

"The Hermetic Science...embodied in certain symbols of the higher Degrees of Freemasonry, may be accurately defined as the Kabalah in active realization, or the Magic of the Works." [Albert Pike, Morals & Dogma, p. 840].
In addition to Pike, Alice Bailey's husband, Foster, a 33rd degree Mason, writes:

"It is the creative nature of the Masonic work... to work, say and think the same thing simultaneously... the concentrated attention and thought power of the assembled Masons... is in reality a group meditation, leading to group work... Masonry in its true and highest sense is magical work... The effectiveness of this possible work will be paralleled by the increasing sensitivity of the race to telepathic impression." "Behind the magical work of the rituals must be the influence of the established rhythm... The materializing upon earth of the mystical vision... must be brought about by the wise working of this law of rhythm and of ritual." ["The Spirit of Masonry", by Foster Bailey, pg. 96-99].

Pike teaches that because Christianity hated magic, occult magicians resorted to Masonry to hide their work.

"This is what magic had been, from Zoroaster to Manes, from Orpheus to Apollonius Thayaneus; when positive Christianity, triumphing over the splendid dreams and gigantic aspirations of the school of Alexandria, publicly crushed this philosophy with its anathemas, and compelled it to become more occult and more mysterious than ever. At the bottom of magic, nevertheless, was science. Christianity should not have hated magic; but human ignorance always fears the unknown...Resorting to Masonry, the alchemists there invented Degrees, and partly unveiled their doctrine to the Initiates...by oral instruction afterward; for their rituals, to one who has not the key, are but incomprehensible and absurd jargon." (Morals & Dogma by Albert Pike, pp. 730-31].

Pike described Masonry as searching for "the key of the phenomena of nature." This is a classic definition of witchcraft.

"There is in nature one most potent force, by means whereof a single man, who could possess himself of it, and should know how to direct it, could revolutionize and change the face of the world. This force was known to the ancients. It is a universal agent... if science can but learn to control it, it will be possible to change the order of the sea sons, to produce in night the phenomena of day, to send a thought in an instant around the world, to heal or slay at a distance, to give our words universal success, and make them reverberate everywhere. This agent, partially revealed by the blind guesses of the disciple of Mesmer, is precisely what the Adept's of the middle ages called the elementary matter of the great work... it was adored in the secret rites of the Sabbat or the Temple, under the hieroglyphic figure of Baphomet or the hermaphroditic goat of Mendes." (Morals & Dogma by Albert Pike, p. 734).

Baphomet and the goat of Mendes are forms of Satan. Sabbat is "an assembly or celebration of witches or other occultists, usually held on astrologically significant days and hours." (A Manual of Demonology and the Occult; Kent Philpott Zondervan; Grand Rapids, Michigan, p. 160)

Albert Pike writes concerning that “great work” or witchcraft of Masonry involves Kabalistic ritual designed to command demonic spirits:

"Whoever shall learn to comprehend and execute this great work, will know great things, say the sages of the work; but whenever you depart from the centre of the Square and the Compass you will no longer be able to work with success. Another Jewel is necessary for you, and in certain undertakings cannot be dispensed with. It is what is termed the
Kabalistic pantacle... This carries with it the power of commanding the spirits of the elements." [Morals & Dogma by Albert Pike, pp. 786-87].

Although Freemasons will try to deny that they aren’t involved in the demonic by commanding spirits, Albert Pike discloses that this denial is part of their plan to deceive.

"If you would understand the true secrets of Alchemy, you must study the works of the Masters with patience and assiduity. Every word is often an enigma; and to him who reads in haste, the whole may seem absurd. Even when they seem to teach that the great work is purification of the soul, and so to deal only with morals, they most conceal their meaning and deceive all but the initiates." [Morals & Dogma by Albert Pike, p. 792].

**Freemasonry's god is a Force**

According to Albert Pike in Moral & Dogma, Freemasonry's god is a Force.

"The Devil is the personification of Atheism or Idolatry. For the Initiates, this is not a Person, but a Force, created for good, but which may serve for evil. It is the instrument of Liberty or Free Will. They represent this Force, which presides over the physical generation, under the mythologic and horned form of the God Pan; thence came the he-goat of the Sabbat, brother of that Ancient Serpent, and the Light-bearer..." (p. 102).

The same basic statement is found in Blavatsky's Secret Doctrine where she quotes major occult figure Eliphas Levi as follows:

"The Kabalists say that the true name of Satan is that of Jehovah placed upside down, for Satan is not a black god but the negation of the white deity... ´For the Initiates,´ says Eliphas Levi, ´the Devil is not a person but a creative Force, for Good as for Evil.´ They (the Initiates) represented this Force, which presides at physical generation, under the mysterious form of God Pan-- or Nature: whence the horns and hoofs of that mythical and symbolic figure, as the Christian ´goat' of the Witches Sabbath." (The Secret Doctrine by Helene P. Blavatsky, pg. 510).

Manly P. Hall teaches that a skilled Freemason who knows the Crafts secrets has the "seething energies of Lucifer in his hands". *(The Lost Keys To Freemasonry, Macoy Publishing and Masonic Supply Co., 1976, p. 48)*

Clearly, the god of the Masonic Order is Lucifer as blasphemous occultist Eliphas Levi teaches in the following blasphemy of the Holy Spirit.

The intellectual Lucifer is the spirit of intelligence and love; it is the Paraclete, it is the Holy Spirit, while the physical Lucifer is the great agent of universal magnetism. The word magnetism expresses the action and not the nature of the great universal agent which serves as a mediator between thought and life. This agent is the infinite light,..., the light bearer, the great Lucifer of Nature, the mediator between matter and spirit, the first creature of God, but termed the devil by imposters and the ignorant." (The Mysteries of Magic, A Digest of the Writings of Eliphas Levi, pg. 428. ISBN 1-56459-374-6)
Why did the Illuminati infiltrate Freemasonry?

According to Alice Bailey in *The Externalization of the Hierarchy*, pg. 511 the Masonic movement “is the home of the Mysteries and the seat of initiation”...and “it is a far more occult organization than can be realized, and is intended to be the training school for the coming advanced occultists”.

Alice Bailey has written that Lucifer officiated at the founding of Freemasonry.

"All physical plane organization--governmental, religious, or cultural--is the working out of the inner forces and causes, and, before they appear in physical manifestation, a focalization...of these influences and energies takes place on etheric [spirit] levels. The organization of the Freemasons is a case in point...the Lord of the World was the officiating agent, as is ever the case in the founding of great and important movements." [Alice A. Bailey, pp. 131-132, Initiation, Human and Solar; Lucis Publishing Co., New York, 1970].

J. S. M. Ward in *Freemasonry and the Ancient Gods* writes on pages 342-344:

“in the new age which is passing through it’s long-drawn travail of it’s birth, Freemasonry will be there, as of old, to lay the broad foundations on which the new religion will be built.”

**Freemasonry promotes tolerance and unity of all faiths except biblical Christianity**

Freemasonry isn’t a religion, but it’s religious. Freemasonry and the New Age movement are based upon tolerance and unity or universality of all faiths. (Mackey’s Encyclopedia of Freemasonry, pg. 439)

In fact, the 28th degree of the Ancient Scottish Rite of Freemasonry is the “Knight of the Sun” and claims to be the Key of Masonry. It teaches that there is “One True God”, a central doctrine of Freemasonry which Freemasonic research authors Christopher Knight and Robert Lomas state is “in collision with the distinctly arrogant belief of most Christians who describe the gods of other religions as false...” “He has simply taken many names, as people have perceived him differently, including Marduk, Amon-Re, Yahweh and Allah. (The Second Messiah, Christopher Knight and Robert Lomas, copyright by Christopher Knight and Robert Lomas, first published in the UK by Century Books Limited 1997, pg. 214)

The ultimate goal of such Freemasonry/Illuminati based groups is to destroy the separation caused in the world by the dogmatic allegiance of religious people to one exclusive view of truth. As long as any one religious group believes that they alone hold the key to salvation, the world can’t be united under the New Age Christ, or Antichrist. The Illuminati seek the destruction of all “fundamentalists” who pledge exclusive allegiance to the God of their religious scriptures. It doesn’t matter whether that God is believed to be Jesus Christ, Allah or the Gd of the Jews. If that God is worshipped exclusively, his followers are considered a divisive blight upon society
that must be purged in the New Age.

The infiltration strategy of occult orders is to break down traditional established belief systems and counter-condition minds in preparation for initiation into the New Religion of the New Age. This is why Paul’s warning in Colossians 2:8 is so important to the church today.

Beware lest any man spoil you through philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradition of men, after the rudiments of the world, and not after Christ. (Colossians 2:8)

The chapter to follow will examine the role of Freemasonry in Satan’s plans to use America to lead the nations of the world into the New World Order.
Chapter 4

Satan’s Secret New World Order Weapon

This chapter will examine the role of Freemasonry in the development of the US. for the purpose of leading the world into world democracy or the New World Order.

America was chosen to lead the world into world democracy; the New World Order

Alice Bailey was a disciple of Russian Theosophist Madame Helen Blavatsky. She formed Lucifer Trust in 1920 which became Lucis Trust in 1922. The Lucis Trust Publishing Company and their many fronts and organizations worship an "Externalized Hierarchy" of "Ascended Masters". These Masters carry out the work of a Luciferian "master plan" for the establishment of a permanent "Age of Aquarius" ruled by one "Sanat Kumara", the "Lord of the World." Jesus Christ is considered by their disciples to be merely one of the Ascended Masters of the New Age religion. Lucis Trust is a powerful institution of New Age leadership. It possesses consultative status with the United Nations. It meets weekly with powerful business and national leaders throughout the world.

In her book, Initiation, Human and Solar, Alice Bailey attests to the existence of a hidden group which controls the world system.

"This Hierarchy of Brothers of Light still exists, and the work goes steadily on. They are all in physical existence, either in dense physical bodies, such as many of the Masters employ, or in etheric bodies, such as the more exalted helpers and the Lord of the World occupy... They exist upon this planet with us, controlling its destinies, guiding its affairs, and leading all its evolutions on to an ultimate perfection..." [Alice Bailey, Initiation, Human and Solar, p. 32].

Like Alice Bailey, Joshua Jacob Seraphim (Frater N.O.X.) of the Ordo Antichristianus Illuminati (www.novusordoseclorum-oai.org) teaches in his 2003 work entitled, Antiquity of the Illuminati, that there’s a silent society of Illuminates that act as the Invisible Government of the World. The Illuminati transcend worldly intelligence and shape and engineer the world system and civilizations. According to occultists America was chosen to lead the world into world democracy or the New World Order.

Joshua Jacob Seraphim (Frater N.O.X.) teaches that western occultism was birthed in Egypt. The Bavarian Order of the Illuminati was founded 5/1/1776 by Adam Weishaupt (Spartacus). In 1777, Spartacus joined a Masonic lodge in Munich and proceeded to incorporate the German and French Masonic lodges into the Bavarian Order of Illuminati. The order selected top students from wealth and royalty to attend prestigious European Universities to study international relations to prepare them to
serve the purposes of the Order in the world. Eventually the Bavarian Order of the Illuminati moved to London where it assimilated into Freemasonry Lodges spreading throughout England.

The antichristian demonic foundations of the Illuminati are rooted in an order linked with Rosicrucianism called the Fraternity of the Rose Cross. One famous Rosicrucian Order occult adept was Freemason Sir Francis Bacon whose pen name is William Shakespeare. According to Arthur Edward Waite in The Encyclopedia of Freemasonry, Vol. I pg. 277, the writings of Bacon and the Rosicrucians resulted in Deism and the spread of the principle of religious toleration.

In The Secret Destiny of America, Masonic/Rosicrucian author Manly P. Hall teaches that Sir Francis Bacon was head of a secret society which Hall calls The Order of The Quest. This occult order included the most brilliant minds of his day. As it’s head, Bacon’s occult society of influential, high ranking men became the driving force of purpose behind the English colonization of America. Hall writes that Bacon realized that his dream of world democracy could be fulfilled in the colonization scheme they developed for America.

“Men bound by a secret oath to labor in the cause of world democracy decided that in the American they would plant the roots of a new way of life. Brotherhoods were established to meet secretly, and they quietly and industriously conditioned America to it's destiny for leadership in a free world." (The Secret Destiny of America by Manly P. Hall (ISBN:0-89314-388-X, copyright 1944,1972 by Philosophical Research Society, Inc., pp. 126)

Hall explains on pg. 129-132 that some colonizers belonged to the Order of the Quest. Before the mid-1600’s they had helped established Bacon’s secret society in America. This secret society indoctrinated the colonists with the principles of religious tolerance, political democracy, and social equality. Alchemists, Cabalists, Mystics, and Rosicrucians all served Bacon’s plan as their group representatives migrated to America to establish offices there. By the early 18th century, most of Europe’s most influential secret societies operated in America. They practiced their ancient occult rituals in rooms over public buildings under European sovereignty working out Bacon’s plan to condition America for leadership in the new world.

Benjamin Franklin

Hall indicates that the extremely influential Benjamin Franklin spoke for the Order of the Quest affiliated with the French secret order the Lodge of Perfection. Arthur Edward Waite teaches that Franklin was a member of the French Masonic Lodge of the Nine Muses. This Lodge’s belief was Deism and it’s goal was to destroy fanaticism and hatred, proclaim universal friendship, liberty, equality and fraternity. In 1734, Franklin was responsible for publishing Dr. James Anderson’s Book of Constitutions for Masonry. (The Encyclopedia of Freemasonry, Vol. I-II; copyright
Freemasonry an early Colonial American testing ground for world democracy

Freemasonry provided Satan a means to unite American immigrants of various religious backgrounds to cooperate together to achieve the scientific, technical, systems and political progress required to establish the New World Order that antichrist the beast 666 will one day soon control according to the biblical prophecy of Revelation 13:15-18. As historian-archivist of the Supreme Council of Scottish Rite Masonry William L. Fox writes in *Lodge of the Double-Headed Eagle*, “It was only natural for English, Scottish, and Irish immigrant Masons to bring their Masonry with them to the American colonies”. (*Lodge of the Double-Headed Eagle*, William L. Fox, Copyright 1997 by William L. Fox, pg. 10. The University of Arkansas Press)

Scottish Rite Freemasonry in particular served as “a fraternal testing station for ritual, governance, and international solidarity”; “the intrafraternal relationships hold significance in the long run because Masonry was a window on some of the awkward ordering of an American society unsure of how democracy could achieve brotherly harmony.” (*Lodge of the Double-Headed Eagle*, William L. Fox, Copyright 1997 by William L. Fox, pg. 23. The University of Arkansas Press)

Distinctives of Freemasonic doctrine compatible with democracy

The following distinctives of Freemasonic belief make it possible for Satan to use it as a tool for uniting the diverse backgrounds of American citizens as “one nation under God” in order to use Americanism to lead the nations of the world into the New World Order.

- Belief in “One True God” emphasizing tolerance of differing religious views
- Acceptance of all monotheistic religions and their scriptures as symbols of truth
- Belief in liberty within the Brotherhood of all men under the Fatherhood of God
- Emphasis on increasing knowledge and improving one’s character
- Belief in democratic values of liberty, equality and fraternity

The first American Masonic Lodge granted a charter was in Boston in 1733. The Lodges offered secret places to plan the American Revolution. (*A New Encyclopedia of Freemasonry*, copyright 1970. Arthur Edward Waite, p. xxxiv an introduction)
By 1774 all 13 colonies had Masonic Lodges; 7 of them were Provincial Grand Lodges exercising Masonic authority on the U.S. (Masonic Compeers, Masonic Portrait of Washington, by Sidney Hayden, p 39, 7th edition, Masonic Publishing and Mfg. Co., 1867)

American Masonry developed with each of the 13 states having it's own Grand Lodge. (Lodge of the Double-Headed Eagle, William L. Fox, Copyright 1997 by William L. Fox, pg. 11. The University of Arkansas Press)

By 1800 the U.S. had 11 Grand Lodges ruling 347 subordinate Lodges consisting of 16,000 members. (A New Encyclopedia of Freemasonry; copyright 1970. Arthur Edward Waite; pg. 74 (Vol. II))

Scottish Rite Freemasonry spread into America

The original sets of 33 degrees are known as the Ancient & Accepted (Scottish) Rite ruled by the Supreme Council of the 33 degree in Edinburgh, Scotland. In 1761, the Grand Lodge of France issued a patent to begin the spread of the Scottish Rite in America. A document named the Grand Constitutions of 1786 legally defined the 33 degrees of Scottish Rite Freemasonry and the terms of their administration within the Order. (Lodge of the Double-Headed Eagle, William L. Fox, Copyright 1997 by William L. Fox, p.17-20. The University of Arkansas Press)

Stephen Morin was made Grand Inspector of the New World and he sought to spread it throughout America. In 1801, Morin founded “The Supreme Council of the 33rd Degree for the U.S.A. in Charleston, SC. In 1802 this Supreme Council informed all the Lodges in the world that the origins of Freemasonry coincide with the world’s beginnings. (The Second Messiah, Christopher Knight and Robert Lomas, copyright by Christopher Knight and Robert Lomas, first published in the UK by Century Books Limited 1997, pg. 61-64)

Masonic historical researchers and authors Christopher Knight and Robert Lomas observe the following in The Second Messiah:

“The arrival of the Roman Catholic Church heralded the age of unreason and the arrival of Freemasonry was the driving force that reawakened the world to the rights of the scientist and the social democrat. Freemasons such as Francis Bacon, Sir Robert Moray, Benjamin Franklin and George Washington created a New World Order. The goals that they strove for were based on the demands of Freemasonry—truth, justice, knowledge and tolerance.” (The Second Messiah, Christopher Knight and Robert Lomas, copyright by Christopher Knight and Robert Lomas, first published in the UK by Century Books Limited 1997, pg. 218-219)

Henry Claussen, once high ranking 33rd degree Sovereign Grand Commander in the
Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Freemasonry, wrote on page 48 in Clausen’s *Commentaries on Morals and Dogmas*, copyright 1974 by the Supreme Council (Mother Council of the World) that the colonial Masons “molded and riveted down Masonic concepts and a Masonic organizational pattern into our Declaration of Independence, the Constitution of the U.S., and the Bill of Rights” creating “Masonic-minded Americanism” because as Masonic ex-President Teddy Roosevelt said, “we here in America hold in our hands the future of the world”.

U.S. Constitution signed by 14 Freemasons

14 of the 39 men who signed the original Constitution of the U.S. were Masons. “The fact that Masons had been familiar with constitution making and had lived by Constitutional principles (governing Grand Lodges) since 1723 was no little point of precedence or assurance for the Masonic participants in Philadelphia“. (*Lodge of the Double-Headed Eagle*, William L. Fox, Copyright 1997 by William L. Fox, pg. 10. The University of Arkansas Press)

Manly Hall says in his book, *The Secret Teaching of All Ages* pages p.XC and p.XCI the following:

“European mysticism was not dead at the time the U.S. was founded. The hand of the Mysteries controlled in the establishment of the new government, for the signature of the Mysteries may still be seen on the Great Seal of the U.S.A. Careful analysis of the seal discloses a mass of occult and Masonic symbols...” Hall also points out that professor Charles Eliot Norton of Harvard commented on the unfinished pyramid and all seeing eye on the dollar as being a “dull emblem of the Masonic fraternity.”

On page p.XCI Hall writes:

“Not only were the founders of the U.S government Masons, but they received aid from a secret and august body existing in Europe which helped them to establish this country for a peculiar and particular purpose known only to the initiated few. The Great Seal is the signature of this exalted body-unseen and for the most part unknown and the unfinished pyramid upon it’s revere side is a trestle board, setting forth symbolically the task to the accomplishment of which the U.S government was dedicated from the day of it’s inception.”

George Washington

Freemason George Washington once received a copy of John Robison’s “Proofs of a Conspiracy” against all the religions and governments of Europe from a Rev. Snyder. Snyder was informing Washington of his concern that the Freemason lodges in America might cooperate with the Illuminati and plot to overturn American government and religion.

George Washington was initiated into the Fredericksburg, Va. Masonic Lodge in
Robison asserted that Illuminism was introduced as a grade in American Masonic Lodges. After initially denying that the antichristian principle of Illuminati doctrine hadn’t infiltrated American Freemasonic Lodges, President Washington sent professing Christian Rev. Snyder a 2nd letter dated 10/24/1798 stating:

“It wasn’t my intention to doubt that the doctrines of the Illuminati, and the principles of Jacobism had not spread in the U.S. On the contrary, no one is more fully satisfied of this fact than I am.”...That...the democratic societies in the U.S. may have had these objects...in view , is too evident to be questioned.” (Masonic Compeers, Masonic Portrait of Washington, by Sidney Hayden, p. 182 , 7th edition, Masonic Publishing and Mfg. Co., 1867)

As we can see, the antichristian doctrine of the Illuminati had spread in the U.S. by the late 1700’s. In fact, on 5/9/1798, President Adams recommended a national fast-day. That day clergyman discussed the dangers of Masonry and Illuminism to civil and religious liberty. (Masonic Compeers, Masonic Portrait of Washington, by Sidney Hayden, p. 184 , 7th edition, Masonic Publishing and Mfg. Co., 1867)

The Little Masonic Library, Volume V, copyright 1946 by Macoy Publishing & Masonic Supply Co., Inc. Richmond, Va. explains on pages 145-150 that when George Washington, Freemason, was sworn in as the 1st U.S. President, the oath of office was administered by the Grand Master Mason of the State of New York upon a Bible taken from a Masonic alter. This was because Freemasons like Paul Revere, Ben Franklin, Alexander Hamilton, John Marshall, Joseph Warren and others built the foundation of this nation. They were men whose ideal was the universal Brotherhood of Man under the Fatherhood of God.

On page 164-165 the author of Masonry and Americanism in The Little Masonic Library, Volume V goes on to say that Benjamin Franklin’s Masonic teachings began to promote religious tolerance amidst colonial religious intolerance. As a result, the colonists wrote into documents such as the Virginia Bill of Rights, the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution words that would make it wrong for anyone to force any form of religion upon any American. Thus in the Masonic documents of this nation there lies sufficient justification to incriminate the zealous evangelical Christian who preaches the truth that the Lord Jesus Christ is the one true God and Savior of the world and the only way to the Father. When these documents are taken in the true context that they are written, they actually lay a Masonic foundation for tolerance of all religion as long as that religion doesn’t claim to be the only true faith. As a result, understanding the underlying influence of Freemasonic doctrine upon the foundational documents and founding fathers of the United States, it’s illogical and unbiblical for the true christian to expect the American government to be tolerant towards biblical Christianity. This is because the religion of the Bible teaches that Jesus Christ is the only true God and Savior of the world. “The
religion of Freemasonry is not sectarian. It admits men of every creed within it’s hospitable bosom, rejecting none and approving none for his peculiar faith....It’s religion is that general one of nature and primitive revelation handed down to us from some ancient and patriarchal priesthood-in which all men may agree and in which no men can differ” (Mackey’s Revised Encyclopedia of Freemasonry, Albert G. Mackey, 96,II:847-48 as quoted from The Facts on the Masonic Lodge by John Ankerberg and John Weldon pg. 23.) Yes, even in the good ‘ol U.S. of A., true believers in Jesus Christ are appointed to suffering and persecution for the exclusiveness of their faith.

For unto you it is given in the behalf of Christ, not only to believe on him, but also to suffer for his sake; (Philippians 1:29)

Yea, and all that will live godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer persecution. (2 Timothy 3:12)

Based upon the Masonic foundations of the United States, the compromising, silent Christian witness who doesn’t proselytize and expose the false religion of others should expect to be accepted. The holy, bold, evangelistic believer, however, the person who’s teaching the biblical truth of Acts 4:12 about Jesus Christ that ‘Neither is there salvation in any other: for there is none other name under heaven given among men, whereby we must be saved“, should expect to be criticized and rejected by the government and citizens of the United States. The U.S. was never intended to be “one nation under Jesus Christ” by it’s founding fathers. Rooted in religious tolerance and belief in the unity of all faiths, it was intended to be the universal brotherhood of man under the fatherhood of God as defined by Freemasonry, not biblical Christianity. Again, this is both logical when we understand the Masonic heritage of the U.S. and Satan’s hatred as the god of this world for biblical Christianity.

Freemasonry is unquestionably universalist in faith. According to Albert Pike:

"Masonry propagates no creed except its own most simple and Sublime one; that universal religion, taught by Nature and by Reason. Its lodges are neither Jewish, Moslem, nor Christian temples. It reiterates the precepts and morality of all religions.""The Moral Code of Masonry is still more extensive than that developed by philosophy. To the requisitions of the law of Nature and the law of God, it adds the imperative obligation of a contract. Upon entering the Order, the Initiate binds to himself every other Mason in the world. Once enrolled among the children of Light, every Mason on earth becomes his brother." (Morals and Dogma by Albert Pike, pp. 718-19; 726)

As was previously said, Freemasonry isn’t a religion, but it’s religious. Freemasonry and the New Age movement are based upon tolerance and unity or universality of all faiths. (Mackey’s Encyclopedia of Freemasonry, pg. 439)

The ultimate goal of such Freemasonry/Illuminati based groups is to destroy the separation caused in the world by the dogmatic allegiance of religious people to one
exclusive view of truth. As long as any one religious group believes that they alone hold the key to salvation, the world can’t be united under the New Age Christ, or Antichrist. The Illuminati seek the destruction of all “fundamentalists” who pledge exclusive allegiance to the God of their religious scriptures. It doesn’t matter whether that God is believed to be Jesus Christ, Allah or the God of the Jews. If that God is worshipped exclusively, his followers are considered a divisive blight upon society that must be purged in the New Age.

This is because ultimately, at it’s highest degrees of practice, Lucifer is the god of Freemasonry. It’s his goal and destiny to lead the nations to one day soon worship their supposed light, antichrist the Beast 666, as god of this world. Through incorporating the principles of Freemasonry within the inner workings of American organizations, America became empowered by Lucifer, the god of this world. America became his chosen nation to lead the world into the New World Order to be ruled by the beast 666 one day soon. If you doubt that America is to lead the nations into the New World Order consider a couple quotes from these political leaders.

"The new world order that will answer economic, military, and political problems urgently requires, I believe, that the United States take the leadership among all free peoples to make the underlying concepts and aspirations of national sovereignty truly meaningful through the federal approach." (Gov. Nelson Rockefeller of New York, in an article entitled "Rockefeller Bids Free Lands Unite: Calls at Harvard for Drive to Build New World Order" -- The New York Times (February ‘62))

“For two centuries, America has served the world as an inspiring example of freedom and democracy. America has led the struggle to preserve and extend the blessings of liberty. And today, in a rapidly changing world, American leadership is indispensable...

We are Americans; we have a unique responsibility to do the hard work of freedom. We can find meaning and reward by serving some higher purpose than ourselves—a shining purpose, the illumination of a 1000 points of light...

We know why we’re here. We are Americans; part of something larger than ourselves...What is at stake is more than one small country; it is a big idea: a new world order, where diverse nations are drawn together in common cause to achieve the universal aspirations of mankind...

With few exceptions the world now stands as one...for the first time since WWII, the international community is united.

The leadership of the United Nations, once only a hoped for ideal, is now confirming it’s founder’s vision...
The world can therefore seize this opportunity to fulfill the long-held promise of a new world order...Yes, the U.S. bears a major share of the leadership in this effort...Among the nations of the world, only the U.S. has had both the moral standing and the means to back it up. **We are the only nation on Earth that could assemble the forces of peace.**” (President George H. W. Bush in his 1/29/1991 State of the Nation from En Route to Global Occupation by Gary H. Kah, copyright 1992, Huntington House Publishers, pg. 63)

“Today, the United States enjoys a position of unparallel military strength and great economic and political influence.”... “We will actively work to bring the hope of democracy, development, free markets, and free trade to every corner of the world.”... “The United States welcomes our responsibility to lead in this great mission.”” (Excerpts from The National Security Strategy of the United States of America by President George W. Bush dated 9/17/2002.)

This following chapter will consider the means by which high level Freemasonry has provided the magical power necessary to propel the U.S. to preeminence amongst the nations in order to lead them into the New World Order.
Chapter 5

America’s Rise & Fall By Sorcery

This chapter will consider the means by which high level Freemasonry has provided the magical power necessary to propel the U.S. to preeminence amongst the nations in order to lead them into the New World Order.

As mentioned earlier, Manly P. Hall teaches that a skilled Freemason who knows the Crafts secrets has the "seething energies of Lucifer in his hands". (The Lost Keys To Freemasonry, Macoy Publishing and Masonic Supply Co., 1976, p. 48)

In incorporating Freemasonry within the inner workings of American organizations, America became empowered by the magic of Lucifer, the god of this world. That doesn’t mean that these organizations would necessarily have the traditional appearance of evil. Lucifer’s initiated, those “born again” into the Order, consider it absurd to consider Lucifer evil personified in the form of a devil. Lucifer is defined as the light bringer or the light source. Daemons or spirits help Luciferians with magic and spiritual advancement.

Upper Level Freemasons consider Lucifer Enlightening

To help further explain that occultists such as high level Freemasons consider Lucifer as enlightening, not evil, consider the words from these occult leaders.

First, New Age leader David Spangler teaches in his book Reflections of the Christ that “the true birth of the human being, of this greater self, occurs in what is called the ‘first initiation’, the birth the Christ within”.(Pg 25)

Spangler also writes,

“When man entered upon the pathway of self, he entered into a great creative adventure in which he took on the responsibility of a microcosmic world unto whom he is god. The being that helps man to reach this point is Lucifer. That is his role. He is the angel of man’s evolution. He is the angel of man’s inner light. Lucifer is the spirit of light in the microcosmic world. Lucifer is the embodiment of that energy. He is the embodiment of all those qualities which builds up the self: pride, selfishness, awareness of identity, love of self. Lucifer was just what his name implies - the bringer of light. It is important to see that Lucifer, as I am using this term, describes an angel, a being, a great and mighty planetary consciousness.( pg 37-38) He comes to make us aware of our power within, to draw to ourselves experience. He comes to make us aware of the creative manifestation which we wield. (pg 41)... Lucifer. He is the light giver. He is aptly named the Morning Star because it is his light that heralds for man the dawn of a greater consciousness. (pg 44) Lucifer comes to give us the final gift of wholeness. If we accept it then he is free and we are free. That is the Luciferic initiation.
It is the one that many people now, and in the days ahead, will be facing, for it is an initiation into the New Age.” (pg. 45) (Reflections of the Christ; Findhorn; Scotland, 1977)

Second, according to blasphemous Eliphas Levi:

The intellectual Lucifer is the spirit of intelligence and love; it is the Paraclete, it is the Holy Spirit, while the physical Lucifer is the great agent of universal magnetism. The word magnetism expresses the action and not the nature of the great universal agent which serves as a mediator between thought and life. This agent is the infinite light,..., the light bearer, the great Lucifer of Nature, the mediator between matter and spirit, the first creature of God, but termed the devil by imposters and the ignorant.” (The Mysteries of Magic, A Digest of the Writings of Eliphas Levi, pg. 428. ISBN 1-56459-374-6)

Third, according to Anton LaVey, founder of the Church of Satan,

“Satanic ritual is a blend of Gnostic, Cabalistic, Hermetic, and Masonic elements...” (The Satanic Rituals-Companion to the Satanic Bible, pg. 21)

In other words, at it’s highest degrees, Masonic ritual is Satanic ritual. The 30th degree and above Freemason, however, wouldn't likely admit he’s a Satanist although he practices magic.

Fourth, Richard Cavendish describes a disciple of the devil (Satanist) as follows:

“the followers of the devil are intensely excited by and preoccupied with sensual pleasure and worldly achievement. They admire pride, strength and force. They revel in self-assertion and dominance, lust, dirt, violence, cruelty, and all passionate sensations. Christian piety, with its virtues of other worldliness, self-denial, humility, cleanliness of heart and mind, they condemn as spineless, colorless, dead.” (http://satanservice.org/theory/stndervwtn.txt)

As you can see, the evil personified in Satan or Lucifer isn’t what is stereotyped by Hollywood and American Christianity. Like the Jewish Phariseeism of Jesus’ time, Lucifer’s followers are typically well dressed, inwardly corrupt, high achievers motivated by selfishness, greed, vengeance and pride. They appear more conservative “white collar” than “blue collar”. Maybe it’s time that American churches remove the suit and tie for the corporate evil it’s come to symbolize within our world. I’ll be very surprised if the future world ruler, antichrist the beast 666, will dress casually for work on a regular basis.

**Commanding spirits**

Occult magicians such as Aleister Crowley's have published works on the Art of Goetia. (www.metareligion.com/Esoterism/Magick/Ceremonial_magick/goetia.htm) Goetia is the magic art of commanding demonic spirits. The Book Of Evil Spirits facsimile and Aleister Crowley's Illustrated Goetia reveal that there are 72 Principle Evil Spirits governing legions of evil spirits. According to the Goetia, these demonic spirits possess superhuman abilities in many areas including language, arts, music,
sciences, philosophy, interpersonal relations, warfare, and even weather control. An occult magician or sorcerer commanding evil spirits can be useful in accomplishing amazing things in the world. Is it any wonder Revelation 18:23 teaches us that Babylon the Great’s preeminent business leaders used sorcery to accomplish great things and deceive the world while doing so?

And the light of a candle shall shine no more at all in thee; and the voice of the bridegroom and of the bride shall be heard no more at all in thee: for thy merchants were the great men of the earth; for by thy sorceries were all nations deceived. (Revelation 18:23)

In *The Secret Teaching of All Ages*, Freemason/Rosicrucian philosopher Manly Hall writes on p. CI:

“The most dangerous form of black magic is the scientific perversion of occult power for the gratification of personal desire...a man will barter his soul for temporal power and down through the ages, a mysterious process has been evolved which actually enables him to make that exchange....though the demonism of the Middle Ages seems to have disappeared, there is abundant evidence that in many forms of modern thought—especially the so-called “prosperity” psychology, “will-power building”, metaphysics and systems of “high pressure salesmanship”, black magic has merely passed through a metamorphosis and although it’s name be changed, it’s nature remains the same.” (source: *I Spy With My Little Eye*, by Barry R. Smith, copyright by Barry Smith, published by Barry Smith Family Evangelism, New Zealand. Pg. 80-81)

American institutions and media are teaching sorcery of this nature worldwide. It has become commonplace throughout American organizations deceiving all that believe it’s demonic message. The words of Revelation 18:23 ring true for the U.S.A. today:

“...for thy merchants were the great men of the earth; for by thy sorceries were all nations deceived“

In concluding this chapter, think for a moment honestly. Isn’t it both spiritually discerning and intellectually logical to believe that since Lucifer is the Lord of this world, that a nation chosen and superhumanly empowered by Lucifer would lead the world into Lucifer’s New World Order within God’s sovereign plan for the nations as foretold in scriptures such as Revelation 13:15-18?

Doesn’t it make sense that Satan would do his deceptive work through a nation as well as through an individual?

We find it difficult to accept the thought that Satan would choose “America the Beautiful”, a nation rooted in Christianity, to become the world’s preeminent superpower and lead the nations of the world into the coming New World Order of antichrist the beast 666. This thought is difficult to accept because we aren’t thinking biblically. We’re thinking the way American institutions have taught us to think from a young age. Doesn’t the scripture teach that Satan disguises himself as something good, an angel of light professing to serve Christ, in order to deceive others to work
with him to accomplish his will?

For such are false apostles, deceitful workers, transforming themselves into the apostles of Christ. And no marvel; for Satan himself is transformed into an angel of light. Therefore it is no great thing if his ministers also be transformed as the ministers of righteousness; whose end shall be according to their works. (2 Corinthians 11:12-14)

Doesn’t America profess to be something good, a shining light of liberty enlightening the world? Doesn’t Satan disguise himself in that manner according to 2 Corinthians 1:12-14?

Don’t our churches tell us we’re a good people, a christian nation? Could it be that America greedily fell away from it’s colonial christian roots into the trap of Lucifer’s desire to unite the nations under the guise of free global trade in order to lead the nations of the world into his future New World Order?

And after these things I saw another angel come down from heaven, having great power; and the earth was lightened with his glory. And he cried mightily with a strong voice, saying, Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and is become the habitation of devils, and the hold of every foul spirit, and a cage of every unclean and hateful bird. For all nations have drunk of the wine of the wrath of her fornication, and the kings of the earth have committed fornication with her, and the merchants of the earth are waxed rich through the abundance of her delicacies. (Revelation 18:1-3)

Although scripture teaches about the miraculous powers of the demonic hierarchy, our human pride and naïve patriotism wants to credit American ingenuity and technological know-how with the scientific and technical advances of the last century. This is in spite of the fact that many of these so-called advances are increasingly being used to monitor and control the world. The most current example of this is VeriChip technology. Tommy Thompson, a Freemason and former Wisconsin Governor and past secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services in President Bush’s first term, recently joined the board of directors of VeriChip Corporation. Thompson said he believed the technology was an important and secure means of accessing medical records and other information. Thompson has “volunteered” to be one of the first humans “chipped” in the near future to show the world how safe and beneficial it is. (http://www.worldnetdaily.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=45409)

The U.S. government is preparing to use this conservative looking GOP Republican politician to market the benefits of using microchip technology in the human body. This, of course, is a prelude to the prophesied mark of the beast of Revelation 13:15-18. The U.S. Republican Party is now being used to lead the world towards the use of this future mark. A mark of this nature will likely be a required identification mark in the future New World Order of antichrist the beast 666. Since those faithful followers of Jesus Christ that refuse the future mark of the beast will be beheaded according to the prophecy of Revelation 20:4; wouldn’t the nation responsible for developing and
promoting the mark of the beast technology be “drunk with the blood of the saints, and with the martyrs of Jesus” and of “all that were slain upon the earth” fulfilling the prophecy’s of Revelation 17:6 and 18:24?

The thought of Satanic power operating through occult sorcerers to accomplish great things shouldn’t surprise us, however, because of the truth of Ephesians 6:12:

For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.

 Doesn’t the scripture teach that the unsaved population is controlled by Satan and his demonic hierarchy to accomplish his will in the world?

Wherein in time past ye walked according to the course of this world, according to the prince of the power of the air, the spirit that now worketh in the children of disobedience (Ephesians 2:2)

Surely these powers could be used to inspire technical projects and carry them from womb-to-tomb completion for their project manager Lord Satan to use for his secret purposes. I believe the VeriChip example is just one of many examples of this nature.

Isn’t it historically realistic, logical and spiritual to believe that many of our so-called advances were, in reality, the result of the magical work of sorcery tapping the superhuman intellectual powers of demonic spirits for the skills, knowledge and power required to propel the U.S. into its position of leading the world into the New World Order?

The following chapter will look at the role of Freemasonry in 21st century American politics.
Chapter 6

Freemasonry In American Church & State

This chapter will broadly examine the role that Freemasonry plays in American government and religion. It will analyze the impact this antichristian philosophy has today upon the American church and state.

To begin, consider the following proof of the impact of Freemasonry on American culture. In January of 2005, House Resolution 17 was presented in the 109th Congress to honor Freemasons for their many contributions to the U.S. Here’s a summary of that resolution:

**109th CONGRESS 1st Session H. RES. 17**
Recognizing the thousands of Freemasons in every State in the Nation and honoring them for their many contributions to the Nation throughout its history.

**IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES January 4, 2005**
Mr. GILLMOR (for himself and Mr. KINGSTON) submitted the following resolution; which was referred to the Committee on Government Reform

**RESOLUTION**
Recognizing the thousands of Freemasons in every State in the Nation and honoring them for their many contributions to the Nation throughout its history. Whereas Freemasons, whose long lineage extends back to before the Nation's founding, have set an example of high moral standards and charity for all people; Whereas the Founding Fathers of this great Nation and signers of the Constitution, most of whom were Freemasons, provided a well-rounded basis for developing themselves and others into valuable citizens of the United States; Whereas members of the Masonic Fraternity, both individually and as an organization, continue to make invaluable charitable contributions of service to the United States; Whereas the Masonic Fraternity continues to provide for the charitable relief and education of the citizens of the United States; Whereas the Masonic Fraternity is deserving of formal recognition of their long history of care-giving for the citizenry and their example of high moral standards; and Whereas Freemasons have always revered and celebrated St. John's Day, June 24th, as dedicated to their patron saints: Now, therefore, be it Resolved, That the House of Representatives recognizes the thousands of Freemasons in every State in the Nation and honors them for their many contributions to the Nation throughout its history.

**Why would Freemasons write such a resolution?**

Freemasons might generate a resolution of this nature out of a sincere desire for recognition. Consider also, however, that Freemasonry consists of two fraternities. The outer court or fraternity consists of lower level, Blue Lodge initiates. The inner court consists of Freemasonry’s Adepts, Princes and Sages of it’s upper levels. Both the outer and inner courts are occult initiates. Like the Adepts, Princes and Sages of Freemasonry, the Blue Lodge initiate also “discovers himself in the symbolical representation of a new world” and is “'born anew' into the universe”, “restored to light”, and received into worldwide organism of Freemasonry. (A New Encyclopedia of
In other words, all Freemasons share a mystical, spiritual bond as a result of their initiation into the Masonic Lodge. This bond is fellowship with demons.

Manly P. Hall, a highly respected Masonic philosopher explains the dual nature of Freemasonry clearly in *Lectures on Ancient Philosophy*:

Freemasonry is a fraternity within a fraternity—an outer organization concealing an inner brotherhood of the elect...

It is necessary to establish the existence of these two separate yet interdependent orders, the one visible and the other invisible...

The visible society is a splendid camaraderie of “free and accepted” men enjoined to devote themselves to ethical, educational, fraternal, patriotic, and humanitarian concerns.

The invisible society is a secret and most august fraternity whose members are dedicated to the service of a mysterious Arcanum arcanorum. In each generation, only a few are accepted into the inner sanctuary of the work...

Freemasonry intentionally employs deception to hide the mystical work of the Adepts and Princes of its inner fraternity or upper level from outer court, lower level, Blue Lodge Initiates. (Morals & Dogma, Albert Pike, pp. 104, 819)

Knowing the deception employed by Freemasonry, it’s very possible that House Resolution 17 is cover work for the inner court’s evil work. The work of Freemasonry referred to in this resolution would be considered in the minds of moral, patriotic American citizens to be a positive contribution to American society. It wouldn’t be seen as a strategic attempt to deceive the non-enlightened, uninitiated majority concerning the evil works of the inner sanctuary of Freemasonry’s Adepts, Princes and Sages.

When considering the impact of Freemasonry upon 21st century America, it’s important to understand that Freemasonry’s tentacles reach beyond the jurisdiction of more commonly recognized occult orders such as Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite, York Rite Freemasonry, Knights Templar, Knights of Malta, Society of Rosicrucians, Theosophical Society, and Brotherhood of Death/Skull & Bones Order 322. Freemasonry, in concert with Aleister Crowley’s magical religious philosophy of Thelema and other occult schemes, impacts orders such as Ordo Templi Orientis, Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, Temple of Set, Ordo Antichristianus Illuminati, Ordo Argentum Astrum, Inner Order of the Star, Holy Order of Ra-Hoor-Khuit, Ecclesia Gnostica, Cor Lucis, Ancient and Primitive Rite of Memphis-Misraim and thousands of other occult groups.
Freemasonry is said to be rooted in the same occult philosophy that King Solomon of Israel practiced in his apostate days as the following quotations reveal.

“The Ritual of the Degree of Kabalistic and Hermetic Rose has these passages: “The true philosophy, known and practised by Solomon, is the basis on which Masonry is founded....” (Morals & Dogma, Albert Pike, pg. 785)

“The spirit of Freemasonry is that of Judaism in its most fundamental beliefs; it’s ideas are Judaic, it’s language is Judaic, it’s very organization, almost, is Judaic. Whenever I approach the sanctuary where the Masonic order accomplishes its works, I hear the name of Solomon ringing everywhere, and echoes of Israel. Those symbolic columns are the columns of that Temple where each day Hiram’s workmen received their wages; they enshrine his revered name. The whole Masonic tradition takes me back to that great epoch when the Jewish monarch, fulfilling David’s promises, raised up to the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, a religious monument worthy of the creator of Heaven and earth—a tradition symbolised by powerful images which have spread outside the limits of Palestine to the whole world, but which still bear the indelible imprint of their origin.” – (Parisian Jewish review, La Vérité Israélite, vol. V, p. 74, 1861)

Colossians 2:8 teaches the church to understand the potential dangers of antichristian Jewish philosophy and it’s ability to undermine the authoritative word of the Lord Jesus Christ as God’s truth in their lives.

Beware lest any man spoil you through philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradition of men, after the rudiments of the world, and not after Christ. For in him dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead bodily. (Colossians 2:8-9)

Such philosophy is empty because it fails to recognize Jesus Christ as the wisdom of God.

But unto them which are called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ the power of God, and the wisdom of God. (1 Corinthians 1:24)

...the acknowledgement of the mystery of God, and of the Father, and of Christ; In whom are hid all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge. (Colossians 2:2-3)

This makes such philosophy antichristian because Jesus taught as recorded in Matthew 12:30:

He that is not with me is against me; and he that gathereth not with me scattereth abroad. (Matthew 12:30)

In other words, if we fail to accept Jesus Christ as God and his word as authoritative truth, we are against him or antichristian.

Who is a liar but he that denieth that Jesus is the Christ? He is antichrist, that denieth the Father and the Son. Whosoever denieth the Son, the same hath not the Father: (but) he that acknowledgeth the Son hath the Father also. (1 John 2:22-23)

Freemasonry isn’t anti-God or anti-religion, however, particularly at the Blue Lodge.
levels. At the same time, however, Freemasonry as a whole is antichristian because it won’t agree that Jesus Christ alone is God and Savior.

As a 33rd degree Sovereign Grand Commander of The Mother Council of the World, Henry C. Clausen has written:

“Masonry disbelieves no truth and instead reverences all the great teachings of morality” whether that teacher is Moses, Confucius, Zoroaster, Jesus or Buddha. (Clausen’s Commentaries on Morals & Dogma, by Henry C. Clausen, 33 degree Sovereign Grand Commander, Copyright 1974 The Supreme Council, 33 degree, Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Freemasonry Southern Jurisdiction, U.S.A., pg. 145.)

Masonic research historian-scholars Christopher Knight and Robert Lomas state the same antichristian philosophy a bit more bluntly:

“This idea of the ‘One True God’ is central to Freemasonry, but is often said to be in collision with the distinctly arrogant belief of most Christians who describe the gods of other religions as false and without standing. Freemasonry is based upon the idea that God has always existed and will always exist. He has simply taken many names, as people have perceived him differently, including Marduk, Amon-re, Yahweh and Allah.” (The Second Messiah, Christopher Knight and Robert Lomas, Copyright 1997 by Christopher Knight and Robert Lomas, pg. 214)

The following lines from a 1950 issue of Scottish Rite Freemasonry's New Age Magazine clearly reveals that there is no place in Freemasonry’s vision for America or the world for the true Christian religion which believes that Jesus Christ is the one true God and the only way to heaven as Jesus taught when he said “Let not your heart be troubled: ye believe in God, believe also in me. In my Father’s house are many mansions: if it were not so, I would have told you. I go to prepare a place for you. And if I go and prepare a place for you, I will come again, and receive you unto myself; that where I am, there ye may be also. And whither I go ye know, and the way ye know. Thomas saith unto him, Lord, we know not whither thou goest; and how can we know the way? Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the Father, but by me. If ye had known me, ye should have known my Father also: and from henceforth ye know him, and have seen him”. (John 14:1-7)

...“God's plan is dedicated to the unification of all races, religions and creeds. This plan, dedicated to the new order of things, is to make all things new -- a new nation, a new race, a new civilization and a new religion, a nonsectarian religion that has already been recognized and called the religion of 'The Great Light.' Looking back into history, we can easily see that the Guiding Hand of Providence has chosen the Nordic people to bring in and unfold the new order of the world. Records clearly show that 95 per cent of the colonists were Nordics-Anglo-Saxons. Providence has chosen the Nordics because the Nordics have prepared themselves and have chosen God....Just as Providence has chosen the Jewish race--the Children of Israel--to bring into the world righteousness by carrying the 'Ten Commandments' which emphasize 'Remember the Sabbath Day and keep it holy,' so also Providence has chosen the Nordic Race to unfold the 'New Age' of the world—a 'Novus Ordo Seclorum.' God's Plan in America; Brother C. William Smith. NEW AGE MAGAZINE, September 1950. The official organ of The Supreme Council 33rd Degree A. & A. Scottish Rite of Freemasonry, S.J.U.S.A. Published at 1735 Sixteenth Street N.W., Washington, D.C..
President Bush and The Order 322 Skull and Bones Society

When considering the role of Freemasonry in 21st century American government a good place to begin and end is in the White House with President George W. Bush and the occult order of which he and his father, ex-President George H. W. Bush is a member, Skull and Bones. Like the German Brotherhood of Death Society, Skull and Bones’ symbol is also a skull with two crossed bones in concert with the mysterious number ‘322’.

The Order of Skull and Bones located at Yale University is one of the two famous Brotherhood of Death Societies in the world. The other is the Thule Society of which Adolf Hitler was a member.

In America’s Secret Establishment, Antony C. Sutton, a deceased research Fellow at Hoover Institution, Stanford University and economics professor at California State University states:

"Those on the inside know it as The Order. Others have known it for more than 150 years as Chapter 322 of a German secret society. More formally, for legal purposes, The Order was incorporated as The Russell Trust in 1856. It was also once known as the "Brotherhood of Death". Those who make light of it, or want to make fun of it, call it 'Skull & Bones', or just plain 'Bones'. "The American chapter of this German order was founded in 1833 at Yale University by General William Huntington Russell and Alphonso Taft who, in 1876, became Secretary of War in the Grant Administration. Alphonso Taft was the father of William Howard Taft, the only man to be both President and Chief Justice of the United States. The order is not just another Greek letter fraternal society with passwords and handgrips common to most campuses. Chapter 322 is a secret society whose members are sworn to silence. It only exists on the Yale campus (that we know about). It has rules. It has ceremonial rites. It is not at all happy with prying, probing citizens - known among initiates as 'outsiders' or 'vandals'.” (America’s Secret Establishment, Antony C. Sutton, 1986, p.5)

Alexandra Robbins’ explains the mysterious nature and origins of this powerful Order to which President Bush and former President Bush belong in the following discussion with “Today’s” Ann Curry on 9/4/2004 concerning her book, “Secrets of the Tomb: Skull and Bones, the Ivy League, and the Hidden Paths of Power”:

“The men called their organization the Brotherhood of Death, or, more informally, the Order of Skull and Bones. They adopted the numerological symbol 322 because their group was the second chapter of the German organization and founded in 1832. They worshiped the goddess Eulogia, celebrated pirates, and plotted an underground conspiracy to dominate the world. Fast-forward 170 years. Skull and Bones has curled its tentacles into every corner of American society. This tiny club has set up networks that have thrust three members into the most powerful political position in the world. And the group’s influence is only increasing—the 2004 presidential election might showcase the first time each ticket has been led by a Bonesman. The secret society is now, as one historian admonishes, "an international mafia"... unregulated and all but unknown.” In its quest to create a New World Order that restricts individual freedoms and places ultimate power solely in the hands of a small cult of wealthy, prominent families, Skull and Bones has already succeeded in infiltrating nearly every major research, policy, financial, media, and government institution in the country. Skull
Skull and Bones, in fact, has been running the United States for years. Skull and Bones cultivates its talent by selecting members from the junior class at Yale University, a school known for its strange, Gothic elitism and its rigid devotion to the past. The society screens its candidates carefully, favoring Protestants and, now, white Catholics, with special affection for the children of wealthy East Coast Skull and Bones members. Skull and Bones has been dominated by about two dozen of the country’s most prominent families—Bush, Bundy, Harriman, Lord, Phelps, Rockefeller, Taft, and Whitney among them—who are encouraged by the society to intermarry so that its power is consolidated. In fact, Skull and Bones forces members to confess their entire sexual histories so that the club, as a eugenics overlord, can determine whether a new Bonesman will be fit to mingle with the bloodlines of the powerful Skull and Bones dynasties. A rebel will not make Skull and Bones; nor will anyone whose background in any way indicates that he will not sacrifice for the greater good of the larger organization."

The following information was gleaned from Cutting Edge Ministries (www.cuttingedge.org) with regard to the occult nature of Brotherhood of Death Society mentioned by Sutton and Robbins in their writing and discussion.

The Thule Society is the German Brotherhood of Death Society. Thule Society members believed in using occult ritual to communicate with non-human intelligences they considered to be a hierarchy of Aryan supermen. Rituals are specific activities in contract with demons which allow demonic power to flow through ritual performers. Adolf Hitler became a Thule Society member in 1919. According to Trevor Ravenscroft in *Spear of Destiny*, Thule Society members practicing Black Magick Satanism, mixed with belief in Madame Blavatsky's Secret Doctrine, inspired Hitler's Nazism.

Thule members also practiced a form of Sexual Magic traced to Freemason Robert Little, the founder of Societas Rosicruciana. (Spear of Destiny, Ravenscroft, p. 164-5). Dietrich Eckhart led Hitler to become an Adept before he was selected by the Thule Society to lead their planned New World Order as AntiChrist. Once trained, Hitler believed he was "born anew with that super-personal strength and resolution he would need to fulfill the mandate ... ordained for him." (Spear of Destiny, Ravenscroft, p. 93-4) Hitler considered this experience the equivalent of a Christian being born again spiritually.

While dying, Eckhart is quoted as saying:

"Follow Hitler; he will dance, but it is I who have called the tune. I have initiated him into the Secret Doctrine, opened his centers in vision, and given him the means to communicate with the powers." (Trevor Ravenscroft, The Spear Of Destiny, p. 91).

Yale graduate Ron Rosenbaum wrote an article for Esquire Magazine concerning Skull and Bones in September of 1977. Antony C. Sutton references this article on pg. 15 of his book, America’s Secret Establishment. When Rosenbaum began his research he was warned:
“The power of Bones is incredible. They have their hands on every lever of power in the country.”

Rosenbaum found the following characteristics of the Order:

- Like Freemasons, Initiates swear oaths of loyal obedience to the Order.
- Like Thule Society, the Order incorporates sexual activities and pain into rituals through which demonic power transforms the initiates life.

"The [ritualistic] death of the initiate will be as frightful as the use of human skeletons and ritual psychology can make it..." (Esquire Magazine, "The Last Secrets of Skull and Bones", September 1977, Ron Rosenbaum, p. 89).

"...if one could climb to the tower of Weir Hall, the odd castle that overlooks the Bones courtyard, one could hear strange cries and moans coming from the bowels of the tomb as the 15 newly tapped members were put through what sounded like a harrowing ordeal..." (Esquire Magazine, "The Last Secrets of Skull and Bones", September 1977, Ron Rosenbaum, p. 86)

Initiates "lay naked in coffins and tell their deepest and darkest sexual secrets as part of their initiation." (Esquire Magazine, "The Last Secrets of Skull and Bones", September 1977, Ron Rosenbaum, p. 85)

Anton LaVey states on page 57 of his book The Satanic Rituals: Companion To The Satanic Bible that the Satanic ceremony of rebirth using coffin symbolism is characteristic of Freemasonic Lodges

"The ceremony of rebirth takes place in a large coffin. This is similar to the coffin symbolism that...is found in most lodge rituals."

Rosenbaum is quoted by Sutton on pg. 15 of America’s Secret Establishment concerning initiation into Skull and Bones:

“tonight he will die to the world and be born again into the Order as he will henceforth refer to it. The Order is a world unto itself in which he will have a new name and fourteen blood brothers also with new names.”

According to Rosenbaum, Skull and Bones believes that on the night of initiation, the initiate:

"dies to the world and is born again into the Order..." (Esquire Magazine, September, 1977, p. 89).

"then it's into the coffin and off on a symbolic journey through the underworld to rebirth, which takes place in Room Number 322. There, the Order clothes the newborn knight in its own special garments, implying that, henceforth, he will tailor himself to the Order's mission." (Ibid., p. 89, 148).

This belief parallels Hitler’s experience in the German Thule Society through which he was intended to be empowered to become the Antichrist leader of their New World Order.
Manly Hall points out on pages 45-46 of The Secret Destiny of America that:

"By this second birth man is born by enlightened intelligence out of nation and out of race into an international nation and an international race. It is a larger and coming race that will one day inherit the earth. But unless a man be born again by enlightenment, he shall not be part of the philosophical empire."

The late William Cooper writes in Behold A Pale Horse concerning ex-President George H. W. Bush:

"...Members of the Order (Skull and Bones) take an oath that absolves them from any allegiance to any nation or king or government or constitution, and that includes the negating of any subsequent oath which they may be required to take. They swear allegiance only to the Order and its goal of a New World Order...according to the oath Bush took when he was initiated into Skull and Bones, his oath of office as President of the United States means nothing." (Behold A Pale Horse, William Cooper, p. 81-82).

Cutting Edge Ministries points out that when President Bush used the words “New World Order” during his 1990 speech condemning the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait he was using the same words Hitler used to describe the plan for an Aryan Society.

Ron Rosenbaum found the following parallels between Bones and the Bavarian Illuminists established by Adam Weishaupt which eventually infiltrated some American Masonic Lodges in the 18th century.

- Documents linking the origins of Skull & Bones back to Germany. These documents stated:

"Bones is a chapter of a corps of a German University..." The document described at length its relationship with this German Secret Society (the Thule Society) which lead to the founding of the Skull and Bones in 1832.

- Masonic symbols, words and emblems characteristic of German Nazi death camps:

"above the arched walls above the vault of the (Bones) sacred room, #322", is a painting of skulls surrounded by Masonic symbols. Above this painting is the slogan, in German, which means, "Who is the fool, who the wise man, beggar, or king? Whether poor or rich, all's the same in death." (Esquire, p.88)

"haunting photograph of the altar room at one of the Masonic lodges at Nuremburg that is closely associated with Illuminism. Haunting because at the altar room’s center, approached through an aisle of hanging human skeletons, is a coffin surmounted by...a skull and crossed bones that look exactly like the particular arrangement of jawbones and thighbones in the official Bones emblem. [Finally], the skull and crossbones was the official crest of another key Illuminist lodge..." (Esquire, p.88).

Antony C. Sutton’s 1986 book, America’s Secret Establishment (Anthony Sutton,
“America’s Secret Establishment: An introduction to The Order of Skull & Bones” Liberty House, New York. 1986; Ron Rosenbaum, “The Last Secrets of Skull and Bones,” Esquire Magazine, September, 1977) describes the Order of the Skull and Bones as follows:

The Bonesman of Yale shared not just the symbolism of the Skull and Bones with the SS Nazi elite, but practiced many of the same exact initiation rituals and recruited their elite members from the same strata of society. Like the Bonesmen of Yale, the Nazi SS recruited its members from the upper echelons of society, i.e. the blue bloods, bankers, and aristocrats. As detailed by Heinz Hohns, (Heinz Hohne. The Order of the Death’s Head.” Ballantine, New York. 1967): “the first arrivals were from the aristocracy. Even before the Nazi seizure of power certain great names had been added to the SS list” including Grand Dukes, Counts, and Princes. However, “in spring 1933 came a further infusion of blue blood. Many of the senior SS posts were occupied by the nobility... and the ruling class elite. The primary requirements in the SS, were money and officer material, and they could come only from one source—the old-established ruling class elite—the nobility, the world of commerce and the financiers... German’s captains of industry.”

There were, however, different ranks within the SS. Those who were to belong to the highest ranks underwent an initiation ceremony similar to that of the Order of Skull and Bones at Yale. As detailed in Heinz Hohn’s, The Order of the Death’s Head (6), initiates into the SS underwent an occult-like quasi-religious midnight ceremony involving oath-taking, question and answer confessions, and prayer-like sessions, all of which were designed to impress upon the initiate that he was able to become a “knight” and a member of a secret brotherhood.

The ceremony took place at midnight, in a castle, beneath the dining hall where there lay “a stone crypt” and “the realm of the dead” (Heinz Hohne. The Order of the Death’s Head.” Ballantine, New York. 1967) “A flight of steps in the middle of the crypt led down into a well-like cavity; in the centre of the cavity were twelve stone pedestals.” Bones and relics, including the skull and skeleton of noble men and kings were also kept within the “holy of holies” including the bones of “King Heinrich.” Initiates would thus commune with the spirits of the dead, who might appear and even speak. The initiate into the SS, by undergoing this spiritual journey, would also be reborn, as a knight, and a member of the secret order. (Heinz Hohne. The Order of the Death’s Head.” Ballantine, New York. 1967)

Likewise, we are informed that initiates into Yale’s ‘The Order’, were required to undergo an array of “exotic and occult” “bonding rituals” including a quasi-religious midnight ceremony which involved question and answer confessions that took place while the initiate lay in a coffin (Anthony Sutton, “America’s Secret Establishment: An introduction to The Order of Skull & Bones” Liberty House, New York. 1986; Ron Rosenbaum, “The Last Secrets of Skull and Bones,” Esquire Magazine, September, 1977)

The ceremony took place in castle, at midnight, in “the tomb.” As explained by Ron Rosenbaum while lying in the “coffin” the initiates goes:

“off on a symbolic journey through the underworld to rebirth, which takes place in Room Number 322. There, the Order clothes the newborn knight in its own special garments, implying that, henceforth, he will tailor himself to the Order’s mission” (Ron Rosenbaum, “The Last Secrets of Skull and Bones,” Esquire Magazine, P. 89,148, September, 1977)

The Castle walls of Himmler’s SS headquarters, were heavily decorated with Nazi symbols and regalia. Likewise, based on several independent reports by those who visited the Skull and Bones’ Yale Castle—what Bones initiates call “the Tomb”—some of the walls and rooms are covered with

In yet another room of the Order of Skull and Bones, one visitor observed “mantelpieces decorated with loads of skulls.” She and others have been told “that in order to prove their mettle and perhaps to bond them in mutual guilt over participation in an illicit act, each class of 15 new initiates to Skull and Bones are required to dig up the skull of a famous person and bring it to the Tomb to be enshrined in its skull collection” (Anthony Sutton, “America’s Secret Establishment: An introduction to The Order of Skull & Bones” Liberty House, New York. 1986; Ron Rosenbaum, “The Last Secrets of Skull and Bones,” Esquire Magazine, September, 1977; Peggy Alder-Robohm, “Skull and Bones — Bush’s Boy’s Club,” Covert Action Quarterly No. 33, 1990; John Schrag, “Skeleton in His Closet,” Willamette Week, September 19- 25, 1991; David W. Dunlap, “Yale Society Resists Peeks Into Its Crypt,” New York Times, 11/4/88)

Like the SS, The Order of Skull and Bones is also known as the Brotherhood of Death. And we are told, initiates into the SS and The Order of Skull and Bones, are required to say the words: “It is an honor...” When George W. Bush was asked, “Did you have any qualms, say, about joining an elite secret club like Bones?” Bush replied, “I was honored”. (Walter Isaacson, “My Heritage Is Part Of Who I Am,” Time Magazine, 6/72000)

The historical, physical and Masonic spiritual parallels between the German Brotherhood of Death Thule Society and Yale’s Skull and Bones Society are unmistakable to the discerning, open mind. I believe the application of the prophetic words of Jesus Christ warn us concerning false professing Christians like President George W. Bush who’ll deceive and lead many away from the truth in a time characterized by “wars and rumors of wars” just before his 2nd coming near the end of the age.

And as he sat upon the mount of Olives, the disciples came unto him privately, saying, Tell us, when shall these things be? and what shall be the sign of thy coming, and of the end of the world? And Jesus answered and said unto them, Take heed that no man deceive you. For many shall come in my name, saying, I am Christ; and shall deceive many. And ye shall hear of wars and rumours of wars: see that ye be not troubled: for all these things must come to pass, but the end is not yet (Matthew 24:3-6)

As Jesus said, “Take heed that no man deceive you”. Are we watching and taking heed or are we blindly going with the popular flow of mainstream evangelical Christianity and in turn deceiving others by ignoring the hard truth in the prophetic words of Christ?

Masonry and Bones impact on Bush Doctrine
What are the implications of Masonic belief and ritual associated with a member of a Brotherhood of Death Society such as the Order 322 Skull & Bones upon President George W. Bush?

Before considering the answer to that question let’s listen to President Bush talk about the order to confirm his membership in the Order.

• Extracted from: 'My Heritage Is Part Of Who I Am', by Walter Isaacson, Time Magazine, August 7th 2000 (Time Volume 156, No. 6),

ISAACSON: But you sure shared a lot of the same upbringing: Andover, Yale, even Skull and Bones. Did you have any qualms, say, about joining an elite secret club like Bones?

GEORGE W. BUSH: No qualms at all. I was honored. I was fairly nonchalant. I didn't view it as a great heritage thing. I didn't take it all that seriously.

ISAACSON: Demystify it a bit for those who might think it's a cross between a Masonic Lodge and the Trilateral Commission. Did your father show up for your initiation, like your grandfather showed up for his?

GEORGE W. BUSH: Without revealing all the great secrets? I got a few of my old club mates who could demystify it right off the bat. My dad didn't tap me. Someone a year ahead of me tapped me. There was an entry celebration. I can't remember whether my dad showed up or not. I don't think so………………

• Here is an excerpt of President Bush’s 2/7/2004 interview with Tim Russert broadcast on Meet The Press 2/8/2004 and posted on MSNBC 2/13/2004 concerning his Skull and Bones membership:

Russer: You were both (John Kerry and Bush) in Skull and Bones, the secret society.

President Bush: It's so secret we can't talk about it.

Russer: What does that mean for America? The conspiracy theorists are going to go wild.

President Bush: I'm sure they are. I don't know. I haven't seen Web pages yet. (Laughs)

Russer: Number 322.

President Bush: First of all, he's not the nominee, and — but look, I look forward —

Check out the video clip found at the this website of his interview with NBC News.

http://www.retakingamerica.com/leaders_bush_file_main.html

In his 1985 book, The Order, Antony Sutton concluded the following about Skull & Bones. These quotes are taken from pages 98-99 of The Devil’s Jigsaw written by the late New Zealand Evangelist Barry R. Smith and copyright 1998 by Barry Smith Family Evangelism Trust.

• “Chapter 322 The Order of Skull & Bones...is a secret society, whose members are sworn to silence....above all the Order is powerful, unbelievably powerful...The Order meets annually-patriarchs only-on Deer Island in the St. Lawrence River.”

• “The Order has penetrated or been a dominant influence in sufficient policy,
research and opinion making organizations that it determines the basic direction of American society.”

- “The activities of The Order are directed towards changing our society, changing the world, to bring about a New World Order. This will be a planned order, with heavily restricted individual freedom, without Constitutional protection, without national boundaries or cultural distinction.”

**President Bush promotes equality of the world’s major religions**

Should we be surprised that President George W. Bush believes in the universality of the world’s major religions? The fact that President Bush is universalist in his doctrine and proclaims to be born again shouldn’t be a surprise when you consider that President Bush is a lifelong adept in the Yale University Secret Order of Skull and Bones. This occult order has it’s roots in Freemasonry. President Bush has never repented of his membership in the Order 322.

A Freemason who knows the doctrine of his craft believes in the equality of all religions. They’re “born again” by enlightenment into the New World Order. President Bush thinks and acts like a high level initiate of Freemasonry because of the occult ritual associated with The Order of Skull & Bones that he’s a lifelong Adept in. Mr. Bush is being faithful to the secret teachings of Freemasonry and the Order in embracing the universal equality of religions like Islam, Judaism and Christianity. A united New World Order requires that it’s people be united religiously. Thus, the doctrine of Freemasonry is taught and modeled by Skull & Bones members like President Bush whose life is committed to the pursuit of the New World Order objectives of Skull & Bones.

**George W. Bush: A deceiver and an antichrist**

The book of 2 John makes it clear that there are deceiving antichrist’s in the world that don’t believe this true doctrine concerning the supremacy of the Lord Jesus Christ.

For many deceivers are entered into the world, who confess not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh. This is a deceiver and an antichrist. Look to yourselves, that we lose not those things which we have wrought, but that we receive a full reward. Whosoever transgresseth, and abideth not in the doctrine of Christ, hath not God. He that abideth in the doctrine of Christ, he hath both the Father and the Son. If there come any unto you, and bring not this doctrine, receive him not into your house, neither bid him God speed: For he that biddeth him God speed is partaker of his evil deeds. (2 John 7-11)

One of these deceivers is President George W. Bush. In accordance with the lying spirit of Masonry, President Bush doesn’t teach that Jesus Christ is the only true way
to God the Father. He teaches that there are different routes to the Almighty as this 10/26/2004 ABC News Report indicates:

Oct. 26, 2004 -- While the president often refers to God during public addresses to his supporters, Bush's religious convictions don't always seem to reflect those of the conservative Christians who make up his political base. In an exclusive interview with ABC News' Charles Gibson, Bush said he believes that both Christians and Muslims worship the same God.

"I think we do. We have different routes of getting to the Almighty," Bush said. "But I want you to understand, I want your listeners to understand, I don't get to get decide who goes to heaven. The Almighty God decides who goes to heaven and I am on my personal walk," he said.

As a Skull & Bones initiate, President Bush has not only verbally taught the equality of religions, he has modeled it. He has walked the Masonic walk, not the Christian walk. By example he’s teaching the world Satan’s blasphemous lie that there are different routes to God other than through faith in Jesus Christ. Here’s a few examples:

- President Bush hosted an "Iftaar" (Ramadan break-the-fast dinner) the evening of November 19, 2001 at the White House for representatives of some 53 Muslim nations -- reportedly the first such gathering at the White House. Bush stated during his speech, "...it is fitting for America to honor your friendship and the traditions of a great faith by hosting this Iftaar at the White House."

- President Bush welcomed 50 ambassadors from Islamic countries for a traditional meal and prayer at the White House on Monday to mark the start of Ramadan in November 2001. It is thought to be the first time that Muslims knelt and touched the floor with their foreheads in a formal ceremony in the official home of American presidents.

- President Bush has stated that The Koran is God’s Word given to the prophet Mohammed.

- Agape Press issued the following report on 1/16/2004 from Jenni Parker once again indicating that President G.W. Bush equates multiple religions with Christianity.

Associated Press reports that yesterday, in a speech at a New Orleans church, Bush told the crowd that God works through many of the world's religions. "Miracles happen as a result of the love of the Almighty, professed, by the way, taught, by the way, by religions from all walks of life whether it be Christian, Jewish, Muslim, Hindu," Bush said. The president went on to say that there is nothing better than a faith-based program to provide hope: "Again, I don't care what religion it is -- there's nothing more hopeful than the word." It was not clear from the report what "word" President Bush was talking about. [Fred Jackson/AP]

- The Japan Times reported on 2/19/2002 that George W. Bush and his wife,
Laura, visited Meiji Shrine, a major venue for Shinto worshippers in Tokyo and paid their respects by bowing in front of the main shrine hall before signing a registry book.

Worthy News reported the following article regarding that visit. Bush 'Worship' at Shinto Temple Troubles Christians in Japan and U.S. By Mark Ellis, Senior Correspondent, ASSIST News Service

ORANGE, CALIFORNIA (ANS) -- When President Bush entered the ornately beautiful Shinto Temple erected to house the spirits of the late Emperor Meiji he clapped once and bowed deeply, following the common etiquette of worship at such shrines. At the same time, the Prime Minister of Japan was left sitting in the car—forbidden from entering the shrine by a postwar constitution written by the U.S.

President Bush chooses loyalty to the New World Order agenda of Skull & Bones and Freemasonry over loyalty to God’s agenda for the nation of Israel.

Should we be surprised that President G.W. Bush is helping bring God’s curse upon America and the earth through his Roadmap To Peace? No, we shouldn’t be surprised that President Bush has aligned himself against an eternal covenant of the Lord when we remember that President Bush subscribes to the doctrine of Freemasonry as a lifelong adept in the occult Skull & Bones Order. He ultimately believes as Freemasons do that “men of different religions can meet in fellowship and brotherhood under the fatherhood of God” as 33rd degree Freemason Rev. Dr. Norman Vincent Peale puts it. (A Pilgrim’s Path by John J. Robinson, copyright 1993 by John J. Robinson, pg. 38.)

In President Bush’s theological mind, there would be no reason that both Jews and Islamic Palestinians can’t peacefully co-exist side by side in Israel because he believes they’re brothers who worship the same God.

President Bush’s Roadmap To Peace, however, breaks the eternal covenant that the Lord made with Abraham concerning the specific tract of land promised to Abraham’s descendants alone. Dividing the promised land of Israel between non-Jewish Palestinians who worship Allah as God and Israeli Jews who worship the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob violates this covenant. The scriptures make it clear that the parting or dividing of the land promised in the eternal covenant by the Lord to Israel will ignite the fire of the Lord’s holy jealousy for his land and his people. In response to the political decisions made to divide the land from the nation of Israel, it’s rightful heirs, the Lord will curse the earth and send his army to destroy the heathen who broke his everlasting covenant. Remember that the Lord promised in the Abrahamic Covenant to curse those that curse the nation of Israel.

O ye seed of Abraham his servant, ye children of Jacob his chosen. He is the LORD our God: his judgments are in all the earth. He hath remembered his covenant for ever, the word which he commanded to a thousand generations. Which covenant he made with Abraham, and his oath unto Isaac; And confirmed the same unto Jacob for a law, and to Israel for an everlasting covenant: Saying, Unto thee will I give the land of Canaan, the lot of your inheritance: (Psalm 105:6 -11)
Behold, the LORD maketh the earth empty, and maketh it waste, and turneth it upside down, and scattereth abroad the inhabitants thereof. And it shall be, as with the people, so with the priest; as with the servant, so with his master; as with the maid, so with her mistress; as with the buyer, so with the seller; as with the lender, so with the borrower; as with the taker of usury, so with the giver of usury to him. The land shall be utterly emptied, and utterly spoiled: for the LORD hath spoken this word. The earth mourneth and fadeth away, the world languisheth and fadeth away, the haughty people of the earth do languish. The earth also is defiled under the inhabitants thereof; because they have transgressed the laws, changed the ordinance, broken the everlasting covenant. Therefore hath the curse devoured the earth, and they that dwell therein are desolate: therefore the inhabitants of the earth are burned, and few men left. (Isaiah 24:1-6)

Blow ye the trumpet in Zion, and sound an alarm in my holy mountain: let all the inhabitants of the land tremble: for the day of the LORD cometh, for it is nigh at hand; A day of darkness and of gloominess, a day of clouds and of thick darkness, as the morning spread upon the mountains: a great people and a strong; there hath not been ever the like, neither shall be any more after it, even to the years of many generations. The earth shall quake before them; the heavens shall tremble: the sun and the moon shall be dark, and the stars shall withdraw their shining: And the LORD shall utter his voice before his army: for his camp is very great: for he is strong that executeth his word: for the day of the LORD is great and very terrible; and who can abide it? Then will the LORD be jealous for his land, and pity his people. Fear not, O land; be glad and rejoice: for the LORD will do great things. For, behold, in those days, and in that time, when I shall bring again the captivity of Judah and Jerusalem, I will also gather all nations, and will bring them down into the valley of Jehoshaphat, and will plead with them there for my people and for my heritage Israel, whom they have scattered among the nations, and parted my land. (Joel 2:1-2, 10-11, 18, 21; 3:1-2)

Joel promises judgment upon those who divide the land breaking this covenant. Again, this is a historic first in American foreign policy an is symptomatic of America’s fall from the Christian roots of her 17th century colonial settlers into the demonic captivity of Freemasonic doctrine and ritual.

**Conclusion**

Antony C. Sutton points out that a certain portion of the members of Skull and Bones live a lifestyle characterized by ambitious activism toward a New World Order goal. He points out that members of the Order are well distributed throughout all segments of society-law, education, business, finance, communications and industry. Members of the Order 322 are typically the first President or Chairman of an operation serving the Order to get the ball rolling in its direction. Particularly targeted are academic foundations and associations which directly condition national thinking. He cites examples such as the following in which Bonesman led the way as charter members, 1st Presidents, 1st Chairman:

- American Historical Association
- American Economic Association
- American Chemical Society
- American Psychological Society
- Carnegie Institution
Sutton also points out that Bonesman Daniel Coit Gilman, 1st President of John Hopkins, is ultimately responsible for importing from Germany the Hegelian experimental psychology which controls public schools and grafting it into the American education system.


Is it any wonder that ex-President George H.W. Bush, like his son “W” also a member of Yale University’ occult secret society The Order of the Skull & Bones (322), exclaimed in his 1/29/1991 State of the Nation message the following:

“For two centuries, America has served the world as an inspiring example of freedom and democracy. America has led the struggle to preserve and extend the blessings of liberty. And today, in a rapidly changing world, American leadership is indispensable...We are Americans; we have a unique responsibility to do the hard work of freedom. We can find meaning and reward by serving some higher purpose than ourselves—a shining purpose, the illumination of a 1000 points of light...We know why we’re here. We are Americans; part of something larger than ourselves...What is at stake is more than one small country; it is a big idea: a new world order, where diverse nations are drawn together in common cause to achieve the universal aspirations of mankind...With few exceptions the world now stands as one...for the first time since WWII, the international community is united. The leadership of the United Nations, once only a hoped for ideal, is now confirming it’s founder’s vision...The world can therefore seize this opportunity to fulfill the long-held promise of a new world order...Yes, the U.S. bears a major share of the leadership in this effort...Among the nations of the world, only the U.S. has had both the moral standing and the means to back it up. We are the only nation on Earth that could assemble the forces of peace.” (En Route to Global Occupation by Gary H. Kah, copyright 1992, Huntington House Publishers, pg. 63)

President George W. Bush is carrying the New World Order torch that his Dad carried as the nations 41st President. This is clearly shown in a challenge he issued to international leaders at Pier 21 in Halifax, Nova Scotia Canada to create a New World
Order. The following article excerpt, entitled “Bush Calls For Global Cooperation”, was taken from the 12/2/2004 internet issue of The Washington Times and was written by Joseph Curl.

HALIFAX, Nova Scotia — President Bush yesterday challenged international leaders to create a new world order, declaring pre-September 11 multilateralism outdated and asserting that freedom from terrorism will come only through preemptive action against enemies of democracy. In his first major foreign-policy speech since his re-election, the president set out an expansive second-term agenda with three distinct goals: reforming multilateral institutions, prosecuting the war on terrorism and spreading democracy in the Middle East.

In their 1996 Epistle of the O.A.I., copyright 1996 by the Ordo Antichristianus Illuminati (The Order of Illuminated Ones) explains what the ultimate end of the New World Order is. They write:

“We, the Order of the Antichristian Illuminati, have one object of attainment: LIBERTY. It is our work to liberate all from the Old Age of Christianity...to establish the Law of the Beast 666 as the law of liberty on earth...to bring about the New World Order for the New Millenium of the Antichrist, and to usher in the New Age of Liberty. (www.ordoantichristianusilluminati.org/documents/epistle.htm)

In the name of Masonic fraternity, equality and liberty America marches on leading the world into the future New World Order of Antichrist through it’s greedy, aggressive, forceful pursuit of global prosperity through world-wide democracy, free trade and liberty.

In conflict with this agenda, the prophetic voice of the prophet John cries out to a hypocritical nation which has fallen from it’s christian roots; an idolatrous, apostate nation in which many occult orders such as Skull & Bones employ Masonic rituals to demonically empower multitudes of New World Order servants; a nation led by a professing Christian President who belongs to a Satanic occult order; a hypocritical, lying, greedy President whose antichristian fruit PARTIALLY includes:

- Leading the nations to divide the land of Israel through his “Roadmap”
- Promoting sodomy in supporting states rights for gay civil unions
- Sacrificing innocent blood of unborn children by signing legislation funding unconstitutional murder of unborn children (abortions) as follows:

1) President Bush is funding surgical abortions via Medicaid (Title XIX) in the HHS Appropriations bills: See bills below at Thomas.loc.gov - Check out HR 3061 for FY 2002, signed by President Bush (PL 107-116) on Jan. 10, 2002 - Check out HR 2673 for FY 2004, signed by President Bush (PL 108-109) on Jan. 23, 2004
2) President Bush is funding chemical abortions via Medicaid (Title XIX) and the Title X birth/population control and Planned Parenthood funding program: See bills below at thomas.loc.gov - Check out HR 3061 for FY 2002, signed by President Bush (PL 107-116) on 1/10/2002 - Check out HR 2673 for FY 2004, signed by President Bush (PL 108-109) on 1/23/2004
3) President Bush is funding the nation's largest perpetrators of child-murder-by-abortion, Planned
Parenthood (report murdering over 200,000 unborn children annually by surgical abortion alone), through both Medicaid (Title XIX) and Title X, with OVER $50 MILLION per year through each program: See bills below at thomas.loc.gov in HR 3061 for FY 2002, signed by President Bush (PL 107-116) on 1/10/2002 - Included in HR 2673 for FY 2004, signed by President Bush (PL 108-109) on 1/23/2004

4) President Bush has INCREASED the Title X funding levels OVER $26,000,000 MORE THAN THE LAST CLINTON BUDGET: The Title X funding level for FY 2001, the last Clinton-influenced budget, was a total of $254 MILLION, of which over $58 MILLION went to Planned Parenthood - In FY 2002, George W. Bush's first full budget year, the Title X birth/population control and Planned Parenthood funding authorization INCREASED OVER 11,000,000, to $265 MILLION (HR 3061 for FY 2002, signed by President Bush on 1/10/2002)

- In FY 2004, George W. Bush's most recently completed full budget year, the Title X birth/population control and Planned Parenthood funding authorization INCREASED EVEN MORE to $280 MILLION, OVER $26,000,000 ($26 MILLION) MORE THAN BILL CLINTON'S LAST BUDGET YEAR ! (HR 2673 for FY 2004, signed by President Bush on 1/23/2004) (source: chuckba ldwin.com)

- Yoked together accepting political support from pornographers, porn stars and homosexual groups through Republican Party fundraisers.
- Blaspheming God by promoting false religions as equal to the one true faith of biblical Christianity and reducing Jesus Christ to less than the one true God and only Savior.
- Killing 25,000 to possibly over 100,000 non-combative Iraqi citizens in war and poisoning soldiers and the earth with Depleted Uranium weapons in order to promote Masonic democracy as the following Debka-net-weekly June 24, 2003, 12:17 AM (GMT+02:00) report reveals. Washington took the opportunity of the World Economic Forum held this week in Jordan to administer another push to its free trade plan for the Middle East – the other half of its program of democratic reform. US Trade representative Robert Zoellick acknowledged that President George W. Bush’s free trade initiative was part of the concept behind the invasion of Iraq. “...it is important to have a secure environment not only in military terms, but also to use that as a foundation for building opportunity that we hope brings empowerment to the region,” said Zoellick.
- Greedily overspending at a record budget deficit rate.
- Greedily pursuing financial prosperity through the use of military force to promote and preserve free global trade as the following quotes from President Bush reveal. (Note: Colossians 3 teaches that covetousness or the greedy desire for more financial wealth, is idolatry)

“The concept of “free trade” arose as a moral principle even before it became a pillar of economics. If you can make something that others value, you should be able to sell it to them. If others make something that you value, you should be able to buy it. This is real freedom, the freedom for a person—or a nation—to make a living. To promote free trade, the Unites States has developed a comprehensive strategy:...” “The unparalleled strength of the United States armed forces, and their forward presence, have maintained the peace in some of the world’s most strategically vital regions. Through our willingness to use force in our own defense and in defense of others, the United States demonstrates its resolve to maintain a balance of power that favors freedom.

Trade and investment are the real engines of economic growth. Even if government aid increases, most money for development must come from trade, domestic capital, and foreign investment. An effective strategy must try to expand these flows as well.
trade are key priorities of our national security strategy.” (U.S. President G.W. Bush 9/17/2004 published excerpts from “The National Security Strategy of the United States of America September 2002”)

- Promoting antichristian, demonic music by honoring performers like Ozzy Osbourne, Fuel and Big Bad Voodoo Daddy at Republican Party functions.

In light of this hypocrisy, the voice of God thunders to a deceived church and state riding the Bush Wagon to sudden destruction:

“And after these things I saw another angel come down from heaven, having great power; and the earth was lightened with his glory. And he cried mightily with a strong voice, saying, Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and is become the habitation of devils, and the hold of every foul spirit, and a cage of every unclean and hateful bird. For all nations have drunk of the wine of the wrath of her fornication, and the kings of the earth have committed fornication with her, and the merchants of the earth are waxed rich through the abundance of her delicacies. And I heard another voice from heaven, saying, Come out of her, my people, that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues. For her sins have reached unto heaven, and God hat h remembered her iniquities”. (Revelation 18:1-5)

While many Americans think it’s time to come out of the closet concerning their homosexuality or lesbian luts, on God’s prophetic timetable it’s time to come out of Babylon the Great before her sudden destruction. ESCAPE BABYLON’S DEMONS!